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EXT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - NIGHT

An isolated rustic farmhouse rests in front of a calming 
forestry landscape. A singular light shines through a ground-
floor window.

Muffled, blood-curdling, wailing disturbs from within.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - MASTER BEDROOM - NIGHT

Pandemonium. A vast space. A king-sized bed lays upon wooden 
floorboards, in the middle of a freshly carved out triangle 
(pointing south-east) beneath. THERESA (30) lays naked upon 
the bed. Giving birth. Profusely sweating. Desperately 
gripping the stained bedsheets.

At the foot of the bed, another female kneels before Theresa. 
She grips onto Theresa’s knees. Wears loose OFF-WHITE 
garments. An ORNATE SIGIL BRACELET around her left wrist. 
This is JESSE (32). Theresa painfully screeches.

JESSE
Come on, Theresa. Just a few more 
big pushes. Deep breaths. In... 
Out... In... Out.

Theresa struggles. Wails in agony. Stares at Jesse. Eyes 
bulging. 

AILSA
(Amongst the noise)

Mum?! Mum?! Mum?!

Upon a LEFT-POINT of the triangle is AILSA (12). Theresa’s 
firstborn. Seated. She covers her ears. Tears stream.

JESSE
She’s crowning! The baby is 
crowning! She’s coming!

ALAN (34), Theresa’s husband, and GEORGE (35) kneel side-by-
side upon a CENTRAL-POINT of the triangle directly opposite 
Theresa. Both dressed in loose OFF-WHITE garments. They 
appear to be praying. Both cling to SEPERATE STICKS OF HAZEL.

They mumble gibberish. In unison. Frantically.

Upon his LEFT HAND’S MIDDLE FINGER, Alan bears a SILVER RING. 

George screams in short bursts. Hyperventilating. Ailsa’s 
attention shifts towards him. He is frozen in place. Alan 
looks UP in awe.
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Theresa screams. Louder than usual. Ailsa springs up.

AILSA
MUMMY?!

She briefly passes the triangle’s threshold. Alan notices. 
Quickly reprimands her. Furiously pulls her out.

She struggles. 

ALAN
Ailsa! You must remain seated. Your 
mother is almost there. It is 
almost over. You mustn’t move. 
Understood?

Ailsa stands frozen. Fear in her eyes. She sits. Looks down. 
Nods. Theresa continuously wails and grunts. 

Alan returns to his position.

ALAN (CONT'D)
(Mumbling)

Release us. Release us. Reveal your 
truth. We beg of you.

Ailsa looks towards Theresa. Her breath trembles. Their eyes 
meet. Connect. Theresa breathes heavily. Pain upon her 
expression.

THERESA
(Barely audible)

I love you.

Theresa smiles through pain. Disconnects. Screams at the top 
of her lungs. Prolonged. Neck distended. Head upside down. 
Eyes rolled back. Back arched. 

Jesse delivers the BABY. Theresa’s scream builds to a 
crescendo. Until--

CRACK. Dead silence.

Theresa is dead. Ailsa witnesses the life leave her eyes. 
Frozen. Numb. Jesse, Alan, and George gaze blankly ahead.

Ailsa attempts to utter the words “Mum?”. With no success. 
Utterly paralysed.

Space remains still for a moment. Nothing drastic has 
changed. 
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Ailsa’s ears ring. As if an explosion has taken place. She 
stares at Theresa’s corpse. Fearful.

The baby cries.

Ailsa’s attention shifts. Jesse, Alan, and George are staring 
at her.

INT. AILSA’S FLAT - BEDROOM - MORNING 

AILSA (32) springs up from sleep. Gasps. An alarm BEEPS upon 
a BOX in the corner. 

She briefly looks around. She is alone. Exhales. Deflates.

EXT. GLASGOW CITY CENTRE - DAY

SUBTITLE FADES IN: 20 Years Later.

A multitude of vehicles and cyclists move through a vibrant 
city centre environment. Horns honk. Pedestrians navigate the 
streets like a colony of ants. Utter chaos.

INT. DELIVERY VAN - CONTINUOUS

A podcast plays lightly in the background on the radio; A 
COUPLE discuss “love, sex, marriage, and having children”.

Ailsa grips the steering wheel. She is well presented. In 
uniform. Perfect ponytail. Deathly unhappy. Her eyes shift 
between the speedometer, clock, and busy road.

She approaches a set of traffic lights. They have ONLY JUST 
switched from green to yellow. Slows down.

Outside. A PREGNANT WOMAN (20s) seems overwhelmed. She 
carries a heavy tote-bag. Ailsa spots her. Stares. Hits the 
breaks. The lights change from YELLOW to RED. 

Oncoming traffic behind press down on their horns 
sporadically. A cluster of disapproving noise follows.

Ailsa remains fixated on the Pregnant Woman. Follows her with 
a dazed look. She lightly caresses her inner thigh. Pregnant 
Woman drops something. Ailsa gasps. Invested. Worried.

Suddenly, a MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN rushes over to help. They 
engage in unheard conversation. Laugh. The Middle-Aged woman 
places her hand upon the BABY BUMP. Smiles.
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Ailsa forces a smile. Stares longingly at the pair. A trance-
like state.

A PROLONGED CAR-HORN interrupts the moment.

ANGRY MAN
(Muffled)

FUCKING HURRY UP, AND GO!

Ailsa takes a deep breath, returning to reality. Looks at the 
traffic lights. They are GREEN.

AILSA
Shit!

She frantically drives away.

EXT. INNER CITY TOWNHOUSE - DAY

Ailsa’s delivery van abruptly pulls up outside of a pristine 
townhouse. Ailsa exits the van, carrying a large package.

She rushes towards the front door. Rings the doorbell. Waits.

From within, the muffled sound of a baby crying startles 
Ailsa. She rings the doorbell once more. Knocks. Waits 
impatiently. 

Ailsa raises her fist again. The door opens. A YOUNG MOTHER 
(20s) is stood opposite Ailsa, with a baby in her arms.

YOUNG MOTHER
Hi! So sorry about that. It’s 
impossible to calm her down these 
days. Doesn’t do me any favours 
either!

She laughs. Ailsa grins in response.

AILSA
Package for Christine?

YOUNG MOTHER
That’s me!

Ailsa passes the package across. Looks at the crying baby. 
Their eyes meet. For a moment, Ailsa contemplates snatching 
the baby from the Young Mother’s arms. Refrains.

AILSA
She really is adorable.
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YOUNG MOTHER
Thank you so much. She was an angel 
sent to me from god. I’m convinced 
of it.

Ailsa takes a sharp breath.

AILSA
Have a wonderful rest of your day.

YOUNG MOTHER
God bless you.

Ailsa grins.

INT. DELIVERY VAN - DAY

The podcast continues. Ailsa grips the steering wheel. Stares 
into nothing. She looks as though she may throw up, or cry, 
or laugh - unsure of which is worse. She nervously laughs. 

Her phone lies on the passengers seat. It rings. Interrupts 
her. 

Ailsa allows the phone to ring a few times.

She looks over at the screen. An incoming call from a contact 
named ‘RAZ’ is displayed. She contemplates for a moment.

The phone continues to ring.

EXT. AILSA’S FLAT - EVENING

An abnormally tall high-rise apartment complex towers above a 
significantly run-down area on the outskirts of Glasgow. 
Muffled dubstep music disturbs an otherwise calm evening.

RAZ (V.O.)
Hey, babe. I- Listen. I’m really 
sorry that I forgot. Again. It’s 
been such a fucking hectic day. I- 
Anyway...

INT. AILSA'S FLAT - CONTINUOUS

Inside is bleak. Derelict. Run-down. A paint chipped, marked 
and battered, wooden door leads into a short hallway. Hidden 
from natural lighting. A small desk and dirty mirror sit 
closely by the exit. A calendar mounted on the wall.
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RAZ (V.O.)(CONT’D)
I’ll make it up to you when you get 
home. Promise. Lo- See you when you 
get in.

Upon the desk, a BUNCH OF ROSES - TWENTY specifically - lay 
on top of a large pile of MAIL alongside a SMALL CARD. They 
add colour to an otherwise monochrome space.

The hallway opens out to a conjoined kitchen and bedroom. All 
furnishings share a space. Except for a small bathroom 
towards the back. The space appears empty.

The door unlocks. Creaks open. Ailsa enters. She places her 
belongings down, neatly. Removes her shoes. She notices the 
roses and card. Smiles. Picks up the card.

AILSA
(Reading the card)

“Ailsa. She still loves you. Never 
forget.”

Immediately, she notices two FLYERS. One reads; “Virtuous 
Intimacy: God’s guide to Sexual Integrity”. Two reads; 
“Thinking of Starting a Family? We are the UK’s LEADING IVF 
specialists. Providing Extra Special Deliveries”. The second 
has a post-it attached. Reads; “Follow up with Dr. Murray 
TOMORROW”.

She looks at the Calendar. Under 06/03/2020 it reads 
“Pregnancy Test” and “10th Anniversary”.

An ABRUPT BANG, coming from behind the mirror, startles 
Ailsa.

She looks into the mirror. Theresa stands rigidly behind her. 
Lifeless eyes. Naked. Covered in blood. 

Ailsa stares in disbelief. Stunned. She swings around. 
Nothing. Theresa has disappeared.

AILSA (CONT'D)
Mum?

She turns to face the mirror again. Screams. RAZ (35), 
Ailsa’s girlfriend, is stood directly behind her right 
shoulder. Ailsa turns. Playfully pushes Raz back.

AILSA (CONT'D)
Raz! Oh my god. You know I don’t 
like it when you sneak up on me 
like that.

Raz lightly takes her hand and pulls her in.
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RAZ
Oh, come on. You love it. You love 
it, babe.

Raz kisses Ailsa. Prolonged. Ailsa pulls away.

AILSA
You forgot. Again.

RAZ
I know, I know. I’m sorry. But-

AILSA
Raz!

RAZ
I know. There’s no excuse.

AILSA
You know this means a lot to me, 
Raz. Cause this isn’t just our 
anniversary.

Raz deflates. Ailsa looks down.

An awkward silence.

RAZ
Right. I can feel you’re stressed. 
Your mum wouldn’t want you to be 
stressed. I don’t want you to be 
stressed. You don’t want to be 
stressed. Let’s have a toast. 
Tonight. For her. And tomorrow, 
we’ll go out. Just us.

Ailsa nods her head. Smiles.

EXT. AILSA’S FLAT - BALCONY - EVENING

Ailsa and Raz are sat on two plastic chairs upon a tiny 
balcony. A large upside-down plant pot holds an ashtray, two 
wine glasses, and two roses. The balcony looks across the 
entire city, which is dimmed beneath a foggy hue. A few stars 
peek through the cloudy skies.

Raz ignites a cigarette between her lips. Takes a drag.

Ailsa’s glass is filled with water. Raz’s contains red wine.

Ailsa stands. Procures a ROSE from the plant pot, and stands 
at the balcony’s bannister.
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She picks a SINGLE PETAL from the ROSE. Releases it into the 
wind. Dangles the rose by its stem.

AILSA
I love you, mum. Always.

She releases the rose. It plummets to the ground.

Raz stands. Affectionately places her hand on Ailsa’s 
shoulder. Ailsa forces a smile.

INT. AILSA’S FLAT - DAY

The bathroom door opens. Ailsa exits. PREGNANCY TEST to hand. 
She appears nervous.

She looks at it. Twice. Throws it against the wall. 

AILSA
Fuck!

Ailsa storms towards the front door. Grabs her belongings. 
Exits.

The front door SLAMS behind her.

The pregnancy test reads negative.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - HALLWAY - NIGHT - FLASHBACK

Twelve-year-old Ailsa is innocently eavesdropping on a 
confrontation between Theresa and Alan. She is hidden behind 
a wooden door, which is opened a crack. She listens 
attentively. Her eyes well up with tears.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Within, Theresa is stood opposite Alan in a vast space. 
Lightly furnished. “HAPPY 12TH BIRTHDAY” banners are hung 
from the ceiling, with a few deflated balloons remaining. She 
is very pregnant; approximately eight months along. Misery 
upon her expression. Alan’s attention consistently wanders 
through the entire conversation.

THERESA
I need the truth, Alan. About her. 
I’ve heard things.

ALAN
You already know the truth. It was 
out of my control. End of story.
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THERESA
You made a choice.

ALAN
She made a choice. I merely 
complied.

THERESA
You have destroyed this family. I 
hope you know that.

Alan laughs.

ALAN
Destroyed this family? That’s 
funny. What you fail to understand 
is that this was for the greater 
good of the group. Do you truly 
feel as though I desired to fuck 
her?

Theresa holds back tears.

THERESA
I loved you.

Alan becomes frustrated.

ALAN
You married into this. Out of fear. 
At your own free fucking will.

THERESA
I married you. Not this.

ALAN
We arrive as one--

THERESA
Why did you do it?

Alan stands. Storms towards Theresa. She recoils slightly. He 
places his hand on her bump.

ALAN
For fucking fun. She was 
incompetent. She could barely offer 
me an orgasm, let alone a child. 
Like most of the others.

Theresa steps back. Disgusted.
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THERESA
The others? If you’re having so 
much fun, why am I still here?

ALAN
You have something of mine. And 
until I get it, you’re locked in.

Alan displays an ORNATE SIGIL around his neck. He kisses it.

ALAN (CONT'D)
This is your fucking destiny.

Theresa shakes her head. A single tear trickles down her 
face. 

The door swings open. Ailsa falls inside. She is in tears.

Theresa frantically wipes the tears from her face. She 
embraces Ailsa, helping her up. Alan looks furious. Ailsa’s 
eyes meet his. Fearful.

THERESA
Oh, Ailsa! Come on, sweetheart, 
let’s get you back to bed.

Theresa gently turns Ailsa around. Leads her away.

INT. DR. MURRAY’S OFFICE - DAY - BACK TO PRESENT

A colourful office space. Warm. Ailsa sat across from DR 
MURRAY (40s) - a psychotherapist. Ailsa is in work uniform. 
Perturbed.

DR MURRAY
So, Ailsa. How are you doing?

AILSA
I’ve seen better days.

DR MURRAY
And the IVF treatment? How’s that 
going?

Ailsa appears nauseous. She shakes her head. Unresponsive.
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DR MURRAY (CONT'D)
Well, according to my research, the 
statistical likelihood of IVF 
treatment being effective is 20-25% 
in the first instance, but then the 
likelihood of you getting pregnant 
decreases with each successive 
round. You’re putting your body 
under an enormous amount of stress 
through this process, Ailsa--

Ailsa jolts suddenly. Frustrated.

AILSA
So what do I do then?!

DR MURRAY
Well. You could go back to the 
fertility clinic, and attempt a 
second cycle...

Ailsa deflates.

DR MURRAY (CONT'D)
Or... My recommendation?

Dr Murray leans forward. Her eyes meet Ailsa’s.

DR MURRAY (CONT'D)
Take some time. Focus on getting 
better mentally. Focus on yourself. 
Your relationship.

She sits back.

DR MURRAY (CONT'D)
Talk to me about that, by the way. 
How is Raz? I know you two weren’t 
on the best of terms during our 
last session.

Ailsa shakes her head.

AILSA
She doesn’t care. Doesn’t 
understand me. Barely understand 
why I want to be pregnant. The 
longer we stay together, the 
further we grow apart. And I’m 
trying, I’m fucking trying. For 
both of us. But we just keep 
traveling this endless fucking 
road.
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DR MURRAY
Do you feel as though having a baby 
would heal that disconnect? Give 
you both a purpose?

Ailsa is on the verge of tears.

Her PHONE RINGS. 

The Caller ID reads; “WORK”.

INT. MANAGER’S OFFICE - DAY

A depressingly bleak office space. Rays of sunlight shining 
through half-opened shutters.

Ailsa is sat at a DESK, across from her MANAGER (50s). He is 
a well-presented businessman. Suit and tie. Sat behind an 
abundance of disorganised paperwork. Typing frantically upon 
a keyboard.

Ailsa sits in silence. Watches him type. Patiently.

He scurries awkwardly through the paperwork.

MANAGER
Alright, Ailsa. Thank you for 
coming in early. Sorry it was so 
last minute.

AILSA
That’s fine. Is everything alright?

MANAGER
Are you enjoying the job?

Ailsa hesitates.

AILSA
Yeah, absolutely.

MANAGER
And how would you rate your 
performance over the past couple of 
months?

AILSA
I’ve been hitting my targets, I 
think, if that’s what you mean?

The Manager disapprovingly sighs.
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MANAGER
Ailsa, over the past few week’s 
we’ve been reviewing our strategy 
as a company. As you may well be 
aware, money is tight, and the 
current state of the economy means 
that we have had to make some 
difficult decisions.

Ailsa is tense. A nervous look on her face.

AILSA
Okay?

MANAGER
Listen, Ailsa--

Ailsa’s PHONE RINGS. Loudly. Disrupting the meeting. Ailsa 
scrambles. Embarrassed. 

AILSA
I am so so sorry! Oh my god. Sorry.

She finds her PHONE. The Caller ID reads; “RAZ”. She 
declines. Shakes her head. Tuts.

ALISA
Really sorry about that.

The Manager takes a deflating breath. He picks up a letter 
from the pile on the table. Stands. Hands it to Ailsa. 
Towering over her.

MANAGER
Unfortunately, and I regret to 
inform you of this, we will have to 
part ways with you, Ailsa. Thank 
you for your contributions to MDM 
Courier Services. We wish you every 
success in your future endeavors.

Ailsa stares at the letter. Numb.

EXT. COCKTAIL BAR - NIGHT

Ailsa is stood outside of a busy cocktail bar in Glasgow City 
Centre. She wears a dress and heels. An indie band perform 
break-up songs inside.

Raz exits the bar.
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RAZ
Ailsa, come on! We have a 
reservation.

INT. COCKTAIL BAR - NIGHT

Within is pristine. Ailsa and Raz sit opposite each other. 
Both have a COCKTAIL in-front of them.

Ailsa is stirring her drink obsessively. 

An awkward silence.

Suddenly, Ailsa looks up at Raz. Takes a deep breath. As if 
she is working up the courage to speak.

AILSA
It didn’t work.

RAZ
What didn’t work?

AILSA
The fucking IVF Raz. Did you forget 
I was trying to get us pregnant?

RAZ
Ailsa--

AILSA
And that therapist you set me up 
with couldn’t be any less helpful.

RAZ
Right, but--

AILSA
I lost my job today.

Pause. Raz’s eyes widen.

RAZ
You- You what?!

AILSA
Yeah. Said the company was making 
cuts, and they don’t need me 
anymore. So I’m gone. 

Raz reaches for Ailsa’s hand.

RAZ
Ailsa, I’m so sorry, I-
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Ailsa sits back. Refrains in response to Raz’s gesture.

RAZ (CONT'D)
Listen. We’ll figure it out. I’ve 
got enough saved to--

AILSA
Raz, I don’t want to keep fucking 
relying on you for everything. Do 
you know how shit that feels? Can’t 
get pregnant. Can’t keep a job. I 
mean- I mean what’s the fucking 
point?

Ailsa grabs her cocktail glass. Downs the drink in one gulp. 
Exhales.

Raz is speechless. Unable to find comforting words.

Behind Raz. Next to the RESTROOM ENTRANCE. Ailsa notices a 
person wearing a LONG WHITE DRESS stood across the space. 
They stare at Ailsa. At first glance, it looks like Theresa. 
Smiling.

RAZ
We’ll make it work. Always do.

Ailsa is distracted. Gazing over at Theresa.

Theresa disappears into the RESTROOM.

Raz turns to look. Confused.

RAZ (CONT'D)
Ailsa, what are you staring at?

Ailsa springs up. Grabs her bag.

AILSA
Need the toilet. I’ll be back in a 
few.

She rushes off. Raz deflates.

INT. COCKTAIL BAR - RESTROOM - NIGHT

Ailsa bursts through the door. Looks around.

She notices an OPEN CUBICLE banging lightly against the wall.

She creeps towards it.

Closer.
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Closer.

Closer. Until--

NOTHING. An empty cubicle.

The restroom is empty. She stands alone in the middle of the 
space. Briefly observes herself in the mirror.

Suddenly, Ailsa grabs her stomach in pain.

She rushes to the nearest cubicle. Swings open the door. 
Falls to her knees.

Ailsa throws up into a toilet bowl.

She stands. Composes herself. Turns towards the sink and 
mirror. Leaves the cubicle door open.

At the sink. She washes her hands. Observes herself in the 
mirror. As she observes, she notices something odd about the 
cubicle behind her. 

She looks through the mirror’s reflection at the cubicle.

Leans closer. Until--

BANG. From behind the mirror. Causing it to crack.

Ailsa screams.

The toilet bowl overflows. A thick BLOOD RED liquid quickly 
floods the floor. More. More. More.

Ailsa spins around to face the cubicle. Terrified. She is 
KNEE DEEP in BLOOD. Unable to move. 

Theresa appears in-front of her. Covered in blood. She 
forcefully kisses Ailsa. Prolonged. Ailsa resists. They slide 
down the wall. Distracted.

They are engulfed in the blood. Drowning in it. They 
disappear.

Suddenly, Ailsa emerges from the pool of blood. Completely 
covered. Gasping for breath. A hand emerges. Grabs her. Pulls 
her back under.

She emerges from the pool of blood again. This time, 
COMPLETELY CLEAN. The blood is gone. Ailsa is on the floor. 
Hyperventilating. Stops herself. Looks around. The mirror is 
unbroken. This was a hallucination.
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She stands. Confused. Wide-eyed. Scrambles to her BAG sat 
next to the SINK. Rummages. Finds a BOTTLE OF PILLS. 

She takes one. Takes a deep breath. Observes herself one 
final time in the mirror. 

Rushes away.

INT. COCKTAIL BAR - NIGHT

Ailsa sits down at the table.

RAZ
You were gone a while.

Ailsa merely looks at Raz. As if nothing happened.

RAZ (CONT'D)
You alright?

AILSA
Yeah. Fine.

Raz’s phone RINGS. She looks at the Caller ID. A sense of 
urgency paints across her expression. She stands.

RAZ
Oh, shit. I’ve got to take this. 
Give me five minutes.

She rushes away. Ailsa watches her go. Stares blankly.

INT. AILSA’S FLAT - NIGHT

Ailsa is laying with a deadpan expression. Raz is performing 
oral sex on her. Using a vibrator, she stimulates herself. It 
is supposed to be passionate post-anniversary sex. Instead, 
it is highly uncomfortable.

Raz is moaning profusely. Ailsa grunts a few times. Neither 
seem genuinely satisfied.

Ailsa closes her eyes. Opens them. Closes them again. 
Attempts to envision something beyond Raz. It doesn’t work. 
She goes through the motions.

Raz is on the brink of reaching a climax. Ailsa can preempt 
it. She follows Raz’s lead. Fakes an orgasm. 

Raz crawls up to face Ailsa. She kisses her.
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RAZ
Did you cum?

Ailsa nods. Raz smiles. 

Raz kisses her once more. Turns to face the opposite 
direction.

Ailsa is unsatisfied. Contemplating.

INT. AILSA’S FLAT - EVENING

Ailsa is sat upon the bed. Misery upon her expression. 
Wrapped in a blanket. She looks exhausted.

Twilight gleams through the curtains.

The FRONT DOOR creaks open. 

Raz looks towards the short hallway in anticipation. Raz 
emerges. With a LETTER addressed to Ailsa. It is hand-
written.

RAZ
(Displaying the letter)

Think this is for you.

Raz throws the letter at her. Ailsa picks it up. Stares at 
the handwriting for a moment. She flips the envelope around.

The return address simply reads; “Sheildaig, Highlands, 
Scotland”

Ailsa unwraps herself from the blanket. Quickly. Stands up. 
Gripping the letter. Fearful of it.

AILSA
Raz. Is this a joke? 

RAZ
No. I just saw it as I came in.

Raz plonks down on the bed. Lays down.

AILSA
No, seriously. Sheildaig is my 
hometown.

RAZ
I thought you said you hadn’t been 
in contact with any family since 
you left?
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AILSA
Exactly.

Raz and Ailsa both stare at the letter for a moment. Raz 
smiles.

RAZ
Open it then.

Raz snatches the letter from Ailsa. Rips it open. A SMALLER 
LETTER, laced with ribbon, falls from the letter onto the 
bed. IT READS; “P.S”. Ailsa picks it up. Does not open.

RAZ (CONT'D)
(Reading the letter)

“Dearest Ailsa Wallace. We regret 
to inform you that your father, 
Alan Wallace, suddenly and 
tragically passed away yesterday 
evening...”

Ailsa’s eyes widen. In shock. She drops the SMALLER LETTER.

RAZ (CONT'D)
“You’re father, as you well know, 
was a loyal being of integrity, 
devotion, and restoration. On the 
eve of March 9th, we vow to 
celebrate his life by way of 
ceremony. This will take place 
within the beautiful grounds of 
‘Wallace Residence’ in Sheildaig, 
Highlands. We invite you to attend 
and stay for a period of three 
nights. We hope you will find it 
within yourself to return and pay 
your respects to your father, Alan, 
who has done so much for you, and 
us. Sincerely Yours, Wallace 
Residence.”

Ailsa hangs on to each word that Raz recites in awe. As if 
under a spell. In disbelief.

AILSA
Fucking hell.

RAZ
(Reluctantly)

I’m- I’m sorry.

Ailsa turns to face the window. Gazes out. Raz stands frozen. 
Unsure of what to do.
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RAZ (CONT'D)
If... You want to go, we can take 
my car up. No need to arrange a 
train.

Ailsa shakes her head. Raz notices the unopened SMALLER 
LETTER. Picks it up. 

Ailsa’s eyes have glazed over. Numb.

Raz OPENS the SMALLER LETTER.

RAZ (CONT'D)
(Reading the Letter)

“P.S. If you’re father’s passing is 
not enough reason for you to 
return, please consider this...”

Ailsa turns to face Raz. Slowly.

RAZ (CONT'D)
“Kayla is pregnant. Her due date 
lines up within days of the 
funeral. She needs your support. 
You’re the only family she has 
left. Lots of Love, Gracie.” 

Raz looks confused.

RAZ (CONT'D)
Ailsa, who’s Gracie?

Ailsa shakes her head. Frantically. She rushes past Raz. 
Towards the BATHROOM. Swings the door open.

EXT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - DAY - FLASHBACK

YOUNG AILSA (10) is playing hide-and-seek amongst white 
sheets upon washing lines blowing lightly in the wind. She 
uncovers her eyes.

She peels back one sheet to reveal YOUNG GRACIE (10). Young 
Gracie giggles and runs away. Ailsa chases her. Playfully.

Ailsa catches her. They fall back onto the grass. 
Hysterically laugh.

Young Gracie takes Young Ailsa’s hand. Slowly.

Young Ailsa looks down. Smiles.
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INT. AILSA’S FLAT - BATHROOM - BACK TO PRESENT

Ailsa ENTERS. Slams the door shut. She OPENS a small 
conjoined MIRROR/CABINET. Rummages. Finds a BOTTLE OF PILLS. 
Opens it. Takes one.

She controls a deep breath. In. Out. CLOSES the CABINET.

Within Ailsa’s reflection, Theresa is stood behind her. 
Covered in BLOOD.

Ailsa jumps. Frozen.

A KNOCK ON THE DOOR startles her.

RAZ (V.O.)
Ailsa?

Ailsa looks towards the door. Back into the MIRROR. Theresa 
is gone.

RAZ (V.O.)
Ailsa?

Ailsa looks deep into her reflection. 

INT. DR. MURRAY'S OFFICE - DAY

Ailsa is sat across from Dr. Murray. Wide-eyed. In a trance.

DR MURRAY
Ailsa?

Ailsa comes back to reality.

AILSA
Yes. Hi. Sorry.

Dr. Murray grows concerned.

DR MURRAY
Take me back.

AILSA
Where?

DR MURRAY
As far back as you can remember. 
Memories of back home. Your 
childhood. Good or bad.

Ailsa shakes her head softly. Bewildered.
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AILSA
I- I- Not a lot, to be honest... I 
remember a big house. In the middle 
of nowhere. I remember being 
scared. Constantly. But I don’t 
remember what I was scared of. It 
got worse after my mum died. I was 
by her side when it happened. She 
screamed louder than I’ve ever 
heard anyone scream before. And 
then she died. Just like that. I 
loved her. More than anything. And 
she was taken from me. Twenty years 
of life - twenty years of my 
fucking life - and I remember so 
little that now everything just 
merges into one blurry image.

DR MURRAY
And you had mentioned that you see 
your mother when you hallucinate. 
Is that correct?

Ailsa nods.

DR MURRAY (CONT'D)
How does that make you feel?

Ailsa gulps. Lightly and subtly caresses her thighs.

AILSA
Scared. Because it’s not her. I 
know that. Not as I remember her to 
be. When I see her, she’s covered 
in blood. It’s like she’s 
intentionally trying to scare me.

Dr. Murray nods. 

DR MURRAY
Ailsa, you mentioned receiving a 
letter in the mail yesterday-

AILSA
My dad’s dead. They want me to 
attend his funeral.

DR MURRAY
Who’s they?

AILSA
I don’t know. Friends. I assume. 
Distant family from Sheildaig. 
People who knew my dad. I- I-
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DR MURRAY
And are you planning on going?

Ailsa stares at Dr Murray.

INT. AILSA'S FLAT - DAY

Ailsa and Raz are quickly packing clothes into two small 
bags.

AILSA (V.O.)
I didn’t want to, at first. Playing 
happy families isn’t really my 
thing.

Ailsa takes the SMALLER LETTER from her pocket. Opens it.

AILSA (V.O.)
But I need to. Because it’s the 
right thing to do...

Ailsa smiles.

AILSA (V.O.)
And I don’t do the wrong thing.

She looks up at Raz; busy packing.

EXT. RURAL COUNTRYSIDE LANDSCAPE - DAY

The sun blazes upon a picturesque landscape of rural Scottish 
countryside. A decorative group of mountains overlook a 
narrow country road. 

A RED CAR drives along. On the other side, patches of 
farmland and stretches of forestry confirm that the final 
destination is entirely secluded.

The CAR turns into an even narrower dirt-road between two 
patches of farmland, overlooked by a further patch of 
forestry which stretches for miles.

In the distance, a SPECK can barely be made out as a 
FARMHOUSE. The only piece of property for miles on end.

The CAR drives in a straight line towards the SPECK.

INT. RAZ’S CAR - DAY

Ailsa looks as though she might throw up. She stares into the 
distance. Trepidatious.
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EXT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - DAY

An isolated rustic farmhouse is revealed. It remains largely 
unchanged from twenty-years prior. Gazes upon miles of green 
landscape. No cars parked outside. Several washing lines, 
lined with white bedsheets and garments, are set up along the 
left-hand side. A light wind blows.

The CAR pulls up in front.

JESSE (52), previously Theresa’s midwife, opens the front 
door. Smiles. She is barefoot. Baggy off-white garments hang 
from her frail figure. She requires a walking stick for 
mobility.

INT. RAZ'S CAR - CONTINUOUS

Ailsa stares into the distance. Refuses to look at the house. 
Raz looks at her. Lightly places her hand on Ailsa’s lap. 
Ailsa shivers.

RAZ
You’ll be fine.

Ailsa looks towards Raz. From a short distance outside the 
window, Jesse slowly hobbles towards the car. Ailsa notices.

AILSA
Oh shit, someone’s coming.

She unbuckles her seatbelt.

EXT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - CONTINUOUS

Ailsa emerges from the CAR. She observes her surroundings 
briefly. Fear in her eye.

Jesse joyfully chuckles. A wide smile plastered across her 
face. She embraces Ailsa with a hug.

JESSE
Ailsa! Oh! My darling, Ailsa. I’m 
so pleased that you have made it.

She kisses Ailsa’s forehead. Ailsa is puzzled.

JESSE (CONT'D)
My deepest condolences for your 
father’s passing. It must’ve come 
as such a shock.

Ailsa nods. Almost unwillingly.
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AILSA
Yeah, I didn’t even know he was 
sick.

Jesse nods sympathetically. Raz emerges from the car. Opens 
the boot. Procures two bags. Jesse notices,

JESSE
And you must be Raz! Jesse. We’ve 
heard so much about you.

Raz looks at Ailsa, confused.

RAZ
You have?

Ailsa shrugs. Completely confused.

JESSE
Yes. Thank you so much for your 
presence during these trying times. 
I’m sure Ailsa has found great 
comfort in knowing that you are 
there as she grieves.

Jesse embraces Raz with an awkward hug. Kisses her forehead. 
Ailsa observes the farmhouse.

JESSE (CONT'D)
Right! Shall we go inside? I know 
that everyone is itching to 
reconnect with you.

Ailsa looks around. Nods.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - STORAGE ROOM - CONTINUOUS

A tall, blonde, female kneels before a covered portrait. This 
is GRACIE (32), Ailsa’s childhood best friend. The space is 
vast. Dim natural light shines through thin drapes. Piles of 
boxes surround a blank space in the middle.

TWO DOORS sit at either end of the space; an ENTRANCE and A 
SEALED SHUT DOOR with a WHITE ORNATE SIGIL painted upon it.

Upon the floor beneath Gracies lays one STICK OF HAZEL, one 
SILVER RING, and one SMALL DAGGER surrounding a SMALL 
PASSPORT-STYLE PHOTOGRAPH.

With perfect posture, Gracie closes her eyes.
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GRACIE
(Whispering)

For her.

Gracie lightly picks up the PHOTOGRAPH. Observes it. Kisses 
it. Places it back in the middle of the objects.

Faintly, from behind, THE FRONT DOOR is opened.

Gracie looks over her shoulder. Smiles.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - FRONT DOOR - CONTINUOUS

The FRONT DOOR is painted WHITE. On the inside, a faded 
ORNATE SIGIL is painted in a DEEP BLACK colour.

It opens gently, without creaking.

Jesse enters first. Ailsa and Raz stand beneath the 
doorframe.

JESSE
Now, much has changed around here 
since your departure, Ailsa. But 
one thing that has not is 
etiquette. And, with respect to 
your father, we aim to attain an 
impeccably high standard. If you 
would be so kind as to take your 
shoes and socks off before 
entering, it would be greatly 
appreciated.

Ailsa and Raz look at each other. Comply. They remove their 
shoes and socks.

They pass the threshold, into the building. 

The interior is grand. Immaculate. Wooden flooring. A 
contemporary take on Victorian designs. Many portraits 
plaster the walls with obscure artwork and portraits of 
Ailsa’s family. Ailsa is not included in any of the 
portraits. This has undergone vast reconstruction.

JESSE (CONT'D)
Ailsa, I trust you remember the 
rules?

Raz looks at her. Confused. Ailsa stares blankly. She 
remembers very little.

AILSA
The rules?
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JESSE
Family rules. Since you will be 
staying for the weekend.

AILSA
Oh. Refresh my memory.

JESSE
It’s very simple. You must not 
wander at night. Curfew is 10PM. 
You’ll be staying in your old 
bedroom. And you must treat 
everybody with respect. Rest 
assured, they will treat you with 
the same respect. Standard practice-

RAZ
Why the rules?

Jesse exchanges Raz a disapproving gaze. She lightly 
chuckles.

JESSE
We are guests in the Wallace 
Residence. Alan’s home. Upon his 
death bed, he had two very specific 
wishes. One of which was to 
maintain his order. And part of his 
order, as I’m sure Ailsa will 
remember, was a strict curfew.

Jesse smiles at Ailsa. Ailsa returns the gesture, unsure.

RAZ
Right. And what was the other-

SUE (50), a bright poised older female in loose off-white 
garments, appears beneath a doorframe. She has a glass of red 
wine to hand.

SUE
I thought I heard a commotion.

She approaches Jesse. Kisses her forehead. Jesse returns the 
gesture. Sue spots Ailsa. Embraces her. A cheesy smile upon 
her expression.

SUE (CONT'D)
Ailsa, my darling. Welcome home. It 
feels wonderful to finally have you 
back.

Ailsa is overwhelmed. Sue notices her expression immediately.
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SUE (CONT'D)
Don’t you remember us?

AILSA
I- I didn’t want to be rude.

Raz turns around to face the ORNATE SIGIL on the front door.

SUE
Oh, don’t be silly. It’s been such 
a long time, I’m surprised you knew 
your way back. I’m your Aunt Sue, 
and this is Aunt Jesse. From your 
father’s side.

AILSA
Oh my god, I feel so stupid.

Sue shakes her head. Takes Ailsa’s hands. Holds them against 
her chest.

SUE
Don’t worry. The mind can be a 
strange thing, Ailsa.

JESSE
We must reintroduce you to the 
others.

Sue and Jesse proceed to lead through a large doorframe, down 
a narrow hallway. Ailsa proceeds to follow. Raz is fixated on 
the ORNATE SIGIL.

RAZ
What is that? Some sort of symbol?

Ailsa turns around. Examines the SIGIL. Sue and Jesse stop. 
Look at each other. Jesse turns around.

JESSE
That, Raz, is our family’s crest. 
It has represented the legacy of 
the Wallace family for centuries 
past, and centuries to come. We 
display it around the house as a 
sign of respect to a recently 
deceased Wallace, as well as a sign 
of hope for the delivery of a 
newborn Wallace. Now, shall we go 
and see the others?

Raz nods without any further questions. Sue and Jesse leave 
the space down a long hallway. Ailsa looks at Raz. Raz points 
at the SIGIL.
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RAZ
That bit. Looks like... a heart?

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Vast space. All furnishings relatively minimalist. A LONG 
COUCH seats NINE GUESTS. A dominantly female group. An equal 
mixture of age groups. 

Gracie is sat in the middle. All are presented similarly with 
off-white garments. All hold themselves upright with 
immaculate posture. They mumble amongst themselves.

Jesse and Sue enter.

SUE
Everyone.

THE GROUP mumble into silence.

SUE (CONT'D)
Ailsa and her partner Raz have 
arrived safe and well. We must all 
treat them with the utmost respect, 
as per Alan’s dying wish.

Ailsa and Raz enter. Awkwardly. Everyone stares. Gracie 
springs up. Silence.

RAZ
(Under her breath; to 
Ailsa)

Why is everyone dressed the same?

Ailsa lightly hits her side.

They stand facing THE GROUP. Like an awkward confrontation.

Ailsa's eyes meet Gracie’s. They smile.

Gracie quickly approaches Ailsa with a warm smile. Hugs her. 
Ailsa smiles. 

GRACIE
(Whispers)

I’ve missed you.

Gracie kisses Ailsa’s forehead. Stays connected for a few 
seconds longer than anticipated. Raz looks on. 
Disapprovingly. Gracie holds Ailsa’s face in the palm of her 
hands. Giggles. Ailsa cannot help herself. She giggles 
alongside Gracie.
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From on the right, GEORGE (55), traditional and stern in 
appearance, emerges. He clears his throat.

THE GROUP react. BOW THEIR HEADS and AVOID EYE CONTACT.

George glares at Ailsa. Disapprovingly.

He approaches her. Expression remains stern.

SUE
Ailsa, you might remember Uncle 
George?

GEORGE
I see you received our invitation.

AILSA
Yes.

GEORGE
What compelled you back?

Ailsa hesitates.

AILSA
Um.. The moral high ground.

George laughs.

GEORGE
Crawling back after all these years 
may paint you as some virtuous 
daughter of your dead father. A man 
who you never once checked on. Not 
once. Don’t forget what he done for 
you-

JESSE
George! That is enough.

George smirks at Jesse. Ailsa is silent.

GEORGE
Answer me this, Ailsa. Are you 
happy with your new life?

Ailsa hesitates. Taken back by this sudden interrogation. 
Fearful.

AILSA
Y- Yes.

George nods. Stares at Ailsa.
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Out of the corner of Ailsa’s eye, she spots KAYLA (20). Her 
sister. Kayla is HEAVILY PREGNANT. She enters gracefully. 
Happy. Wears a long RED DRESS that flows with each of her 
movements.

Upon Kayla’s arrival, THE GROUP smile. Jesse and Sue smile. 
George remains stern. The atmosphere shifts.

ONE member of THE GROUP embraces her. They perform a curious 
act in which they run two fingers down from their forehead-to-
lips, kiss their two fingers, and place their hand lightly on 
Kayla’s baby bump.

Ailsa is gobsmacked. Stares. Jealous seethes. Time stops. 
Slowly grabs Raz’s arm. Tightens her grip.

She turns to leave. Unable to look upon her sister for one 
moment longer. It has already been too long. Kayla notices.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - DOWNSTAIRS BATHROOM - DAY

A small bathroom. Door open. Ailsa splashes water on her 
face. Looks at herself on a large mirror upon the wall. Takes 
a deep breath.

Kayla’s reflection appears in the mirror. Ailsa quickly turns 
to face her.

AILSA
Kayla?

KAYLA
Ailsa.

Ailsa stares at her baby bump.

AILSA
You’re pregnant?

KAYLA
Not quite the welcome I expected.

AILSA
Can you blame me? Were you planning 
on telling me you were pregnant?

KAYLA
Aren’t you happy for me?

Ailsa sarcastically laughs.

AILSA
How did it happen?
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KAYLA
One night stand.

AILSA
Surely dad would’ve killed you.

Kayla hesitates.

KAYLA
He almost did.

Ailsa is almost lost for words.

AILSA
Why didn’t you leave?

Kayla looks at Ailsa, as though she may cry.

KAYLA
Because I didn’t need to.

Ailsa defensively takes a step back.

AILSA
And I did?

Kayla simply looks at her. Ailsa looks as though she might 
fall into a nervous breakdown. Overwhelmed. Awkward. She 
turns to face the mirror. Kayla smiles.

KAYLA
How’s life in the city?

AILSA
Why do you care?

KAYLA
You’re basically living a fantasy 
I’ve had growing up. I mean I could 
never do it. But it must be so 
exciting.

Ailsa hesitates. Leans on the sink. Looks down.

AILSA
You’re living mine.

KAYLA
What do you mean?

AILSA
You’re pregnant. It’s all I’ve 
wanted for the past year. 

(MORE)
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And here you are. Almost ready to 
pop. About to be a mum. I- 

Kayla approaches Ailsa. Places her hand lightly on Ailsa’s 
shoulder. Softly smiles.

KAYLA
You can. And you will.

AILSA
I’ve tried everything.

KAYLA
Not quite.

Ailsa looks at Kayla. Curiously. She reacts to the following 
in disbelief:

KAYLA (CONT'D)
I tried everything. Went to doctors 
in town. For months and months on 
end. Felt myself giving up - like 
it was never going to happen. But 
they helped me, Ailsa. The people 
in that other room. They are our 
family, our brothers and sisters. I 
didn’t believe anything could 
possibly increase my chances of 
getting pregnant, Ailsa, I really 
didn’t. But then, we spent three 
days. Three days of natural 
remedies, centering energies, and 
spiritual healing. And, Ailsa, I 
swear to god I got pregnant within 
the next week.

Ailsa moves away from Kayla slightly. Speechless. Mildly 
bewildered, but deathly curious.

KAYLA (CONT'D)
There is still hope, Ailsa. If you 
really want a baby. Help is not 
far.

Ailsa remains speechless. Kayla’s smile widens. She nods. 
Turns to leave.

She reaches the door.

KAYLA (CONT'D)
Dad wanted you to know that he is 
proud of you.

Ailsa does not react. She takes a deep breath.

AILSA (CONT'D)
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Jesse appears at the door. Kayla turns to her. Nods. Looks 
back at Ailsa briefly. Leaves.

Jesse approaches Ailsa. With a fresh set of off-white 
garments.

JESSE
For the ceremony, my love. 

Jesse places the garments in Ailsa’s hands.

JESSE (CONT'D)
These were your mothers. 

Ailsa takes one look.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - MASTER BEDROOM - DAY

Ailsa slams the door shut. She immediately falls to the 
floor. Clutching the off-white garments to her heart. A 
painful wail of anguish escapes. Prolonged.

She hyperventilates into a faded carving upon the wooden 
floorboards. Opens her eyes. She is seated on the edge of a 
FADED TRIANGLE carved upon the floor. This is the room that 
Theresa died in. 

A lamp sat upon the bedside table is curiously switched on. 
It flickers off.

Ailsa recognises her surroundings. She stands slowly. Looks 
at the stripped bed. A SMALL RED DOT expands in the centre of 
the mattress. It looks like blood.

Trembling. She gets closer. And closer. And closer. Until--

A MUTILATED ARM reaches out from within the SMALL POOL of 
blood, stretching it. It attempts to grab Ailsa. She quickly 
pulls away. Screams. Stumbles backwards.

A FULL NAKED BODY manifests from the MUTILATED ARM. It 
appears to be Theresa; covered head-to-toe in blood. 
Terrifying in appearance.

The body falls to the floor. It squeals. Crawls towards 
Ailsa.

Ailsa screams. Shuffles backwards. Tightens her eyes shut. 
Covers her ears.

The body gets closer. Until--

A KNOCK ON THE DOOR startles Ailsa.
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SUE (O.C.)
Ailsa? Is everything alright?

Her attention shifts from the bed, to the door, and back to 
the bed. It is clean. This was a hallucination.

She takes a sharp breath.

EXT. FARMLAND - DAY

Beneath a scorching sun and light wind. A couple of hundred 
yards from the farmhouse, upon a freshly trimmed patch of 
grass. THIRTEEN CHAIRS are set up formally. All facing the 
same direction; south-east. Two meters apart. A SMALL WOODEN 
BOX sits in front.

Resting upon either side of the BOX are TWO GOLDEN URNS, each 
marked with an ORNATE SIGIL. Engraved on one is ‘ALAN’. 
Engraved on the other is ‘THERESA’.

On top of the BOX, the same ORNATE SIGIL has been freshly 
painted in WHITE.

George steps up on the BOX. He holds a SMALL BLACK BOOK. All 
guests are seated. Facing the same direction. Their hands 
resting upon their thighs.

Ailsa is sat in front. Expressionless. Dazed. Jesse and Sue 
are sat on the seats to each side of her. Gracie leads Raz 
towards the seat furthest from Ailsa. In the back. Sits next 
to her. The other GUESTS are placed around them.

George opens the BLACK BOOK slowly. Takes a sharp breath.

GEORGE
Rise.

THE GROUP stand in unison. Ailsa delays. Takes a deep breath. 
Stands.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
For Alan.

GUESTS
For Alan.

Ailsa is silent.

GEORGE
For he travels upon a pale horse.

GUESTS
For he travels upon a pale horse.
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Her expression subtly shifts from dead-pan to misery.

GEORGE
Wears a ring for protection.

GUESTS
Wears a ring for protection.

GEORGE
And meets the mighty force.

GUESTS
And meets the mighty force.

GEORGE
To fulfill his desires, and ours.

GUESTS
To fulfill his desires, and ours.

GEORGE/GUESTS
Rest peacefully, Alan. Your life 
may conclude here, but your legacy 
will live on, as we remember you 
fondly, forever. With gratitude. 
With our love. And his.

Ailsa reacts to ‘his’. She takes a sharp breath. Looks back. 
Her vision shifts between Gracie and Raz.

George MUMBLES something incomprehensible under his breath. 
Ailsa looks up at the back of his head.

GEORGE
Be seated.

THE GROUP sit in unison. Ailsa, Raz and Gracie delay.

Gracie gazes longingly at Ailsa.

All three sit in unison.

George steps down from the BOX. Sue stands. They retrieve a 
GOLDEN URN from either side of the BOX. Face each other. Step 
upon the BOX in unison.

George BOWS to Sue. Sue kisses his forehead. Sue BOWS to 
George. George kisses her forehead. 

They unscrew the URNS. Raise them above their heads. Ailsa 
notices the NAMES ENGRAVED upon the URNS. She gasps. 

Sue and George release them forward.
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The ashes float angelically with the wind for a moment. They 
scatter across a patch of grass beyond the ceremonial base. 
Ailsa watches in a trance like state. Frozen.

THE GUESTS clap in unison. Raz claps along. In awe of the 
ceremony.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
Enough.

THE GUESTS stop. Sue steps down from the BOX. Sits next to 
Ailsa. Ailsa snaps out of her trance-like state. Silence.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
Now. With respect to Alan upon this 
dark day, we must gather in a 
moment of silence.

THE GUESTS all close their eyes and bow their heads. Ailsa 
follows. Overwhelmed.

Alan opens the BLACK BOOK. He begins to mumble 
incomprehensibly once more. Ailsa looks up.

The silence continues. Ailsa is desperately trying to make 
out what George is saying. Until--

RING! Ailsa’s mobile phone, within her pocket, rings with 
volume.

THE GUESTS all simultaneously turn to look at her, with 
equally disapproving glares. Gracie smiles. Ailsa is 
embarrassed. She scrambles for her phone immediately. 
Declines call from ‘UNKNOWN NUMBER’.

George swings around. Furious.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
Ailsa! By disrespecting the 
silence, you are disrespecting your 
fathers honor. Whatever happened to 
your manners, you ignorant fucking 
bitch!

Ailsa’s eyes widen. Speechless. George quickly steps down 
from the BOX. Marches towards Ailsa. Seething.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
Release your phone.

Ailsa looks at him with a fear in her eye. Clutches the 
phone.
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GEORGE (CONT'D)
I said give me the fucking phone! 
Now!

He grabs it from her possession. Marches towards the BOX. 
Throws the phone against it. Grabs ALAN’S URN. Aggressively 
smashes it against the phone. 

Raz stands.

RAZ
You’re not fucking ser-

GEORGE
(Furious)

No one will disrespect my brother 
with such foul behavior as a peep 
whilst we pay our respects! No 
level of disrespect will be 
tolerated as we mourn the loss of 
our friend, our brother, our 
father, whose order we choose to 
maintain! Zero tolerance. Am I 
understood?

SUE
George-

KAYLA
Uncle George!-

GEORGE
Ailsa will not enter our territory, 
one that she left so long ago, and 
disrespect her own father’s dying 
wish. If it were up to me-

Kayla screams in agony. Clutches on to her baby bump. Falls 
upon the grass.

The attention shifts immediately. Sue rushes over to attend 
to her. Ailsa looks over in fear.

SUE
The baby is kicking quite 
aggressively. She’ll be fine.

GEORGE
Get her inside. We mustn’t have any 
further complications.

Sue leads Kayla away across the farmland.

THE GROUP follow closely behind. Jesse stays.

Ailsa, Gracie and Raz watch them leave. George stands in 
front of Ailsa.
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GEORGE (CONT'D)
If it were up to me, you wouldn’t 
be here.

Ailsa’s expression seethes. 

AILSA
So why am I here?

George leaves. Jesse takes Ailsa’s left hand. Apologetically.

JESSE
I’m sorry, Ailsa. He’s very 
emotional today. As you can 
probably understand.

Ailsa nods. In shock. Jesse motions to leave. Gracie 
angelically wanders over to Ailsa. Smirks. She places her 
hand lightly on Ailsa shoulder.

GRACIE
(Whispers)

Everybody wants you here. 
Especially me. 

Gracie runs her hand down Ailsa’s arm. Lightly caresses her 
palm. She kisses the back of Ailsa’s hand. Ailsa shivers. 
Softly smiles. Closes her eyes.

Raz is still seated. A minuscule smile creeps upon her 
expression. She observes them.

Ailsa notices Raz. Her expression immediately shifts.

She lets go of Gracie’s grasp.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - LIVING ROOM - EVENING

The space is silent. Eerily so.

Ailsa and Raz are sat upon the LONG WHITE COUCH. A slight 
distance between them. It is awkward. They await news about 
Kayla’s wellbeing.

RAZ
Who’s Gracie?

AILSA
Raz, stop.

RAZ
She was getting a bit too close.
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Ailsa sighs.

AILSA
She’s just a friend.

Raz abruptly laughs.

RAZ
Friends don’t do that shit. Bit 
weird, babe.

Ailsa ignores this. Jesse enters. Ailsa springs up.

AILSA
Aunt Jesse! How’s Kayla? Is 
everything alright?

JESSE
She’s getting there, my dear. She’s 
resting at the moment.

AILSA
Does that happen a lot?

JESSE
Once a month since she started 
showing. It’s a shame, really. 
Kayla has had quite a difficult 
pregnancy, Ailsa. The little guy 
just wants out.

AILSA
She’s having a boy?

JESSE
She is indeed. First male to be 
born into the family since your 
father. Over fifty years later. 
It’s all quite exciting. 

Ailsa forces a smile.

AILSA
Can I see her?

JESSE
It’s best we just let her rest at 
the moment, Ailsa. She’s almost 
ready to burst. It won’t be long 
now. You should get some rest, 
sweetheart. It’s been a long day.

She looks to Raz.
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JESSE (CONT'D)
Raz, would you like a cup of tea? 

RAZ
That would be lovely. Thank you, 
Jesse.

Jesse wanders away, smiling. 

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - SMALL ROOM - EVENING

George is standing over Kayla. Beneath an ORNATE SIGIL 
painted upon the wall. A dim light shines above. Kayla is 
tied to a SINGLE BED. She is gagged by a strip of flimsy 
cloth. Drowsy. Tears streaming. Sue is stood in the corner of 
the room. Stern. She turns a blind eye.

He SLAPS her across the face. She squirms. Releases a weak 
muffled squeal.

GEORGE
It’s not long now, Kayla. Pull 
yourself together, for fuck sake.

Kayla struggles. Worn out.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
We’re so close.

KAYLA
(Muffled)

Fuck you!

Like a raging bull, George rushes over to Kayla. Grits his 
teeth. Grabs her hair. Pulls her head back. His face 
millimeters away from Kayla’s.

GEORGE
Listen, you little bitch. Don’t 
fucking act this way. I raised you 
better than that. You’re father 
raised you better than that. You 
may be a product of your mother, 
but you are much stronger than she 
is. Act like. Understood?

Kayla nods. Becomes more drowsy. George caresses her hair, 
like a doll.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
You are going to make the most 
beautiful mother, Kayla.
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He kisses her forehead. Breathes heavily. Pleasurably. Again. 
She is almost completely knocked out.

Sue looks on. Her lip trembles. Disgusted. Desperately 
remaining entirely composed.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
The drugs have worked. She’s out.

He lets go of her. Unties her quickly. Looks at Sue, wild-
eyed. Sue takes a sharp breath.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
Make sure she is cleaned before she 
wakes.

He makes a sharp movement to the door.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
Remember to get some sleep. You’ll 
need it.

Sue nods. He exits.

Kayla is asleep. Sue approaches a small table on the left 
hand side of the room. A wash cloth and bowl of water lay 
upon it.

She rings the cloth. Sits on the bed next to Kayla. Wipes her 
face. Places her hand on Kayla’s baby bump. Misery upon her 
expression.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - AILSA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

A double bed lays adjacent to two large windows. Decorated 
with multiple teddy bears and decorative pillows. The windows 
look out on the field in which Alan’s funeral ceremony took 
place. A large painting is hung on the wall. Baby pink 
curtains, patterned with TRIANGLES and LOVE HEARTS, are drawn 
open. Along the windowsill, various fairytale-themed trinkets 
and ornaments are lined up in an orderly fashion. All 
original furnishings remain. The space should feel juvenile. 
Unchanged from Ailsa’s childhood.

Ailsa lays on her back. Eyes wide open. Grunting. Her head 
poking out from under the duvet. Beneath the covers, a 
repetitive bouncy motion takes place. Raz performs oral sex 
on her. Again.

Ailsa remains unsatisfied. Little effort being made to cover 
the dissatisfaction.

The repetitive motion stops. Ailsa sighs.
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LATER

Ailsa and Raz are asleep. Raz snores. Ailsa makes a curious 
grunting noise. Beneath her eyelids, her eyeballs are 
shifting from side to side frantically. 

A soft muffled angelic HUM builds from outside.

Ailsa’s eyes shift more frequently. She squirms. The HUM 
increases in volume. Slowly. Until--

CRASH. A DECORATIVE ORNAMENT of a PRINCESS RIDING A PALE HORE 
falls from the windowsill. Shatters. Alisa wakes immediately. 
The HUM decreases volume.

She observes the ornament. Briefly. Her attention shifts to 
the window. A distinct ORANGE LIGHT flickers outside. Ailsa 
flips over to face Raz.

AILSA
(Whispered)

Raz?

No response. Ailsa slowly gets out of bed.

AILSA (CONT'D)
What the fuck?

She creeps closer to the window. Careful to avoid any debris.

She reaches the window. Draws back the curtains. Her eyes 
widen.

Outside. A LARGE BONFIRE has been lit. Upon what is unclear. 
Something LARGE is painted with flames. They roar 
uncontrollably. They appear to expand and contract, much like 
deep breaths.

From the corner of each eye, Ailsa spots TWO BODIES at either 
side of the bonfire. Extremely far away. Mere specks in the 
distance. Stood motionless. 

Ailsa’s gaze shifts between the two. With each look, other 
BODIES become visible. Scattered. Distanced. Motionless.

Ailsa is entranced by the inferno. Her gaze suspended by the 
flames. She unconsciously HUMS ALONG with the continuously 
building HUM. Hauntingly angelic. 

The BONFIRE expands aggressively. The humming continues to 
build. Louder.

And louder. Until--
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CRASH. The PAINTING crashes to the floor. The HUM STOPS 
abruptly. Ailsa swings around to face an ORNATE SIGIL. 

She stares at it for a moment. Until--

Bang. Aggressively. From the opposite side of the wall. It 
shakes. Ailsa screams. Immediately clasps her hands over her 
mouth. Looks towards Raz. She remains asleep.

AILSA (CONT'D)
(Muffled)

What the fuck?!

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

The bedroom door creaks open. Slowly.

Ailsa creeps out. Slowly tip-toes down the hallway. Towards 
the NEXT DOOR.

She approaches. The DOOR IS OPEN a slight crack. Ailsa gets 
closer.

And closer.

Her hand trembles as she reaches the door. She slowly pushes 
on it. It creaks. Loudly. She stops. Looks around cautiously. 
No one is there.

She opens the door. Fully.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - EMPTY ROOM - CONTINUOUS

The room is empty. No windows. Engulfed in pure darkness. A 
hue of the hallway’s natural light reveals a SINGLE CHAIR 
knocked over.

Ailsa steps through the doorframe. She takes a few steps 
inside. A WALKING STICK rolls forward. Stops at her feet.

The DOOR SLAMS behind her. She screams. Desperately attempts 
to open the door.

JESSE
(Whisper)

Ailsa? Ailsa, is that you?

Ailsa turns around. Back against the door.
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AILSA
(Whisper)

Aunt Jesse? What are you doing in 
here?

JESSE
(Whisper)

Turn the light on, will you 
sweetheart?

Ailsa searches for a light switch upon the wall.

She finds it.

Slowly flicks it on.

JESSE’S BODY HANGS FROM THE CEILING by her NECK. She is dead. 
Covered in blood.

Ailsa screams. Clasps her hands over her ears. Squeezes her 
eyes shut. Recoils. Bangs on the door. Frantically.

The room spins. Ailsa takes a few deep breaths.

The DOOR OPENS. SOMEONE with a flashlight is stood outside. 
It blinds Ailsa. Unable to make out who is behind the 
flashlight. They hit her over the head. 

She falls to the floor. Unconscious.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - AILSA'S BEDROOM - MORNING

Sun shines through the curtains crack. The painting is 
mounted upon the wall. The broken ornament has been cleared. 
Ailsa is laying above the duvet. Raz is stood. Leans against 
the wall. Closely watches over Ailsa.

Ailsa stirs with a sharp gasp. Looks around. Dizzy.

RAZ
Oh, here she is.

Ailsa ignores Raz. She gets out of bed. Finds her balance. 
Races over to the curtains. Abruptly opens them. They grass 
is green. GREENER than before.

RAZ (CONT'D)
You shouldn’t get up so fast.

AILSA
What?
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Ailsa notices a flashlight sat upon a bedside table. Pretends 
to ignore it.

RAZ
You only went and scared the shit 
out of me last night. Kicking and 
screaming. Staring out the window. 
Humming-

AILSA
Jesse’s dead.

Raz pauses for a moment. Absorbs this.

RAZ
Right, now you sound fucking 
mental.

AILSA
I’m being serious, Raz.

RAZ
Did you take your pills yesterday?

Ailsa hesitates. Grunts. Frustrated.

RAZ (CONT'D)
You didn’t, did you? Ailsa, what 
the fuck?!

AILSA
Oh, fuck off Raz!

Ailsa shakes her head. Storms past Raz. Raz is shocked by 
Ailsa’s reaction. 

RAZ
Wait, babe! Don’t leave!

Ailsa exits. Raz deflates.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - EMPTY ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Ailsa swings the door open. Inside is completely empty. No 
chair. No body. Ailsa is completely taken aback. Frustrated. 
She slams the door shut.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - MORNING

Gracie is alone within a large kitchen. The interior is 
traditionally decorated. Newly refurbished. She appears to be 
preparing a dish made with MINCED MEAT.
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Ailsa enters the space. Bewildered.

AILSA
Gracie.

GRACIE
Ailsa! Good Morning!

She embraces Ailsa with a hug.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Did you sleep well?

She kisses Ailsa upon each cheek. Ailsa buckles slightly.

AILSA
Yeah... Well. No, not really 
actually. Have you seen Aunt Jesse?

GRACIE
Oh, Jesse sends her love.

Ailsa’s expression grows confused.

AILSA
She sends her love?

GRACIE
She had to leave us early. Nothing 
against us, or you. She has 
business in town that could only be 
dropped for a certain amount of 
time.

Ailsa stares blankly at Gracie for a moment.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
You look like you’ve seen a ghost.

AILSA
So she just left. Like that? 
Without saying goodbye? Really?

GRACIE
I didn’t realise you’d be so upset 
at her leaving. I’m sorry, Ailsa.

Gracie approaches for another hug. Ailsa takes a step back.

AILSA
Um - No - Okay - Um. Raz and I are 
leaving.

Gracie’s face drops.
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GRACIE
But we’ve got a dinner planned for 
this evening. Just the girls. It’s 
tradition for the females of the 
Wallace family, immediate and 
extended, to gather during the 
bereavement period. You must stay. 
I’m cooking something up right now- 

AILSA
I can’t. I- One day was too much. 
We shouldn’t have came, really. I 
need to get back to Glasgow. To 
normality. This just doesn’t make 
sense. The ceremony was enough-

Gracie shakes her head. Internally panicking.

GRACIE
Your father was very particular 
about how he wanted the ceremony to 
take place. He was a traditional 
man. I’m sorry if you felt 
uncomfortable.

Gracie nervously fidgets with her fingers.

AILSA
I- I’m sorry, Gracie.

Through a separate DOOR, behind Gracie, Kayla enters. 
Fatigued, yet cheerful.

KAYLA
Morning!

Ailsa’s attention shifts towards Kayla. Kayla sits by a large 
window. Painfully. Ailsa rushes over. Gracie watches her.

AILSA
Kayla! How are you feeling?

KAYLA
Much better, thank you. Think I 
just needed rest. Still tired 
though.

AILSA
Of course. You’re literally about 
to give birth. Is there anything I 
can do before I leave?

KAYLA
What?! You’re leaving? Ailsa-
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AILSA
No- No, don’t stress. We have to 
get back to Glasgow-

Kayla sulks, like a child. Bursts into tears. Very suddenly. 
It is traumatic, and bizarre. She turns to Gracie. Stressed.

KAYLA
Gracie, why is she leaving me so 
soon?! She won’t even get to see 
her nephew.

AILSA
I’ll come and visit, Kayla!-

KAYLA
You said that last time! I had to 
wait twelve years, Ailsa! You left 
me for twelve years! You promised 
you’d be back. You fucking 
promised! And every year I sat 
there waiting. Disappointed. 
Wondering if you would come back.

Ailsa does not remember. She is bewildered.

AILSA
Kayla. Please. Stop!

KAYLA
Did you tell her, Gracie?! Did you 
tell her what you’ve done for me? 
How you blessed me with this baby?!

Kayla smiles at Ailsa. Through tears. She calms slightly.

KAYLA (CONT'D)
I know you want this, Ailsa - that 
you want nothing more than to be a 
mother.

Kayla strokes her hand across Ailsa’s cheek.

KAYLA (CONT'D)
You would make the most amazing 
mother. She can help you. Let her 
help you.

Ailsa is on the verge on tears. She lets go of Kayla’s grasp. 
Takes a step back. Kayla looks behind Ailsa.

Ailsa turns around. George is stood behind her. Beneath the 
doorframe. He looks at her - deadpan - for a moment.
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His gaze shifts, towards Kayla.

GEORGE
Kayla. I need you to come with me. 
Immediately.

Kayla - without a second thought - complies.

She passes Ailsa. Gives a weak smile. George guides her away.

Ailsa waits a moment.

AILSA
Where are they going?

GRACIE
To map out Kayla’s birthing plan. 
We’re only a few days away now. Let 
me show you something, Ailsa?

Gracie extends her hand to Ailsa.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - STORAGE ROOM - MORNING

Vast space. Ailsa and Gracie in the middle. Filled to the 
brim with boxes upon boxes. A large portrait is covered with 
a piece of heavy duty BLUE VELVET fabric before a DOOR.

Ailsa looks around. Confused.

AILSA
You wanted to show me a room full 
of boxes?

Ailsa swipes her hand across a few dusty boxes.

GRACIE
Not exactly.

Gracie pulls the fabric. Reveals a PORTRAIT of Alan, Theresa 
and Ailsa (AS A BABY). Ailsa turns around.

She gazes upon the portrait longingly. Connects deeply with 
the level of detail the EYES portray. Almost lifelike.

AILSA
I’ve not seen this in years.

GRACIE
Strange really. Your father loved 
this portrait.
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AILSA
He did?

GRACIE
Yeah. In fact, he once told me that 
this portrait reminded him of the 
joys of first time fatherhood. The 
miracle of childbirth. The 
innocence of childhood. He always 
said that you would make a perfect 
mother.

AILSA
I’ve tried. Just finished a cycle 
of IVF treatment before we got 
here. It failed. Of course.

GRACIE
The body tells us when it is ready 
to bear a child. Not the other way 
around.

AILSA
(Turns around)

What do you--

Ailsa is met by Gracie. Intimately close. Gracie lightly 
pulls Ailsa’s face in. Passionately kisses her. Elongated.

Ailsa buckles. Gracie pulls away. They both smile. Giddy.

GRACIE
It’s a baby. You want a baby. I can 
help you. Let me help you.

Ailsa relaxes. She feels safe with Gracie. She contemplates, 
for a split second.

AILSA
How?

GRACIE
We use ancient remedies. As a 
collective. Passed down from 
generation to generation, through 
the Wallace bloodline. A process of 
spiritual healing and physical 
replenishment designed to increase 
your chances of fertility...
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INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - DINING ROOM - NIGHT

A dining table is set up decoratively, with TEN PLACEMATS, in 
the middle of a compact space. Usual tabletop furnishings.

Two decorative candle sticks are placed centrally. Two 
bottles of red wine are placed at either end of the table by 
Sue.

GRACIE (V.O.)
... This is a five-phase process. 
You must trust the process. Even 
when it feels bizarre to continue. 
Only by the end will your chances 
of getting pregnant increase. You 
have already fulfilled the first 
phase - the kiss of birth. It is 
herbal, spiritual, and centered 
around you. Do you trust me, Ailsa?

Six places are occupied by other female members of THE GROUP.

At the far end of the table, Sue sits across from Ailsa and 
Raz. Ailsa softly smiles. Raz looks stern. Sue observes them.

AILSA
Where’s Kayla?

SUE
Resting, my dear.

Gracie enters the space, with TWO dishes. Places them in 
front of Ailsa and Raz.

GRACIE
Homemade Minced Beef Pie. Made by 
hand this morning. Fresh from the 
oven. Dig in.

Gracie exits.

They eat.

LATER

Laughter. One bottle of wine is empty; the other half empty. 
Sue appears more belligerent than the others.

SUE
I’m curious as to how the two of 
you met?
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RAZ
Drunk. In a bar. The rest is 
history.

Ailsa and Gracie exchange a flirtatious look.

AILSA
I mean, there is slightly more to 
it than that!

RAZ
Oh, yeah. Like how I saved you from 
that creepy guy gawking at you from 
across the bar? And that night, how 
we fucked like rabbits on steroids? 
You came four times. 

Gracie chokes on her drink. She spills red wine down her 
white garments.

Ailsa giggles.

AILSA
Raz, stop!

Sue keeps a stern expression.

SUE
Such an odd pairing.

Raz smirks, sarcastically.

RAZ
Thank you.

SUE
And, Ailsa. Are you happy?

A pregnant pause. Ailsa looks sheepish. Raz, finishing the 
remains of her food, looks at Ailsa as if to say ‘that should 
be an easy answer’. Ailsa looks at Gracie.

AILSA
Yeah.

Ailsa looks down. Sue is unconvinced.

SUE
Lovely.

GRACIE
I’m glad you stayed, Ailsa. I 
really am. Having you back has been 
such a blessing.
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Gracie stands. Glass of wine to hand. She makes a toast.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
To Ailsa coming home.

GROUP
To Ailsa!

Ailsa looks down. Shy. Playfully embarrassed at the 
attention.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - AILSA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ailsa is laying in bed. Raz can be heard THROWING UP in the 
En Suite Bathroom attached to Ailsa’s Bedroom. Ailsa subtly 
giggles.

The toilet flushes. Raz enters. Ailsa’s expression changes 
abruptly. Almost sarcastically so.

RAZ
Eugh. What the fuck is going on? I 
feel awful.

AILSA
You’ve probably drank too much. 
Sleep it off.

Raz crawls over Ailsa to the other side of the bed. Wraps up 
under the covers.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - STORAGE ROOM - NIGHT

A large TRIANGLE, outlined by lit WHITE candles, is freshly 
outlined upon the wooden floor. White paint. The triangle 
makes use of the ENTIRE SPACE.

A SILVER RING lays centrally. It lightly gleams as a reaction 
to the candle flickering. Next to the RING is a GLASS filled 
with PINK LIQUID.

Silence. Pitch black space surrounds. The windows are BLACKED 
OUT. Facilitating complete darkness. 

The triangle points towards an ORNATE SIGIL upon the back of 
the DOOR, and away from the LARGE FAMILY PORTRAIT.

The door opens. Gracie enters. Angelically. Almost gliding. 
She wears off-white garments.

She steps within the threshold of the triangle. Turns. 
Kneels. Faces the door. Takes a deep breath.
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Ailsa trepidatiously enters the space. Dressed in identical 
garments. She PAUSES just before the triangle’s threshold.

AILSA
Is this necessary?

GRACIE
We are entering phase two of 
treatment. In order for this 
process to have effect, we must 
create an enclosed space, 
centralised with positive energy. 
Are you ready to proceed with an 
open mind? 

Ailsa hesitates.

AILSA
Yes.

Gracie smiles. Excited.

GRACIE
Good. We must be surrounded by 
nothing more than natural candle 
light. Would you mind?

Ailsa looks at the open door. Realises. Closes it. Slowly.

Gracie holds her hand out.

Ailsa steps beyond the triangles threshold. She has entered.

She kneels. Takes Gracie’s hand.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
To begin. We take one deep breath 
in...

They breathe in. Eyes closed.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
And out.

They breathe out. Gracie releases her hands from Ailsa’s. 

She picks up the GLASS with PINK LIQUID and passes it over to 
Ailsa. Ailsa smells it. Repulsed.

AILSA
Eugh. What is that?
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GRACIE
Red Clover. A herbal remedy. Said 
to be estrogen’s twin hormonally. 
By drinking this, we will 
strengthen your fertility. Ready?

Ailsa raises her glass. Drinks the entire thing in one gulp. 
Holds it. Swallows. She is visibly repulsed. Gracie watches 
attentively. 

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Now take two fingers. 

Gracie acts out her words. Ailsa follows.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Place them lightly on your 
forehead. Run them down the nasal 
ridge. Across the tip. Press 
against your lips. Kiss.

They both kiss their fingers.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
And place your palm flat on your 
abdomen. Take a deep breath in.

They breathe in.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
And out.

They breathe out.

Gracie picks up the SILVER RING.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Close your eyes. Give me your hand.

Ailsa lifts her hand from her thigh.

Gracie begins to place the SILVER RING over Ailsa’s MIDDLE 
FINGER. Ailsa hesitates slightly.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
You trust me, yes?

Ailsa nods. Gracie slides the SILVER RING down to the base of 
her MIDDLE FINGER. It fits perfectly.

Ailsa smiles. It feels powerful.
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GRACIE (CONT'D)
You must keep this ring upon your 
middle finger until the process is 
complete. Now. Repeat after me. We 
call upon the south-east.

Ailsa barely understands the meaning of this. Reluctant.

AILSA
... We call upon the south-east.

GRACIE
And summon thee.

AILSA
... And summon thee.

GRACIE
Reveal your truth, and bless the 
Wallace Residence with a newborn.

AILSA
Reveal your truth, and bless the 
Wallace Residence-

SUDDENLY, Ailsa’s hair lifts from her shoulder. Quickly. As 
if someone took a sharp breath upon her. She screams. Falls 
to the side.

AILSA (CONT'D)
What the fuck was that?!-

GRACIE
What? What’s wrong?

AILSA
I- I just felt something breath on- 
on my fucking neck. 

She rubs her neck. Looks around. Breathes heavily.

GRACIE
It’s alright, it’s alright, it’s 
alright. Ailsa, breathe. Breathe.

Gracie embraces Ailsa in her arms. She strokes the back of 
her head. Ailsa’s breathing calms. Slowly.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Deep breaths. Deep breaths. You 
have the ring. Phase two is over.

They breath as one. In. Out. In. Out. 
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Ailsa begins to giggle. Gracie joins her. They laugh 
together. In each others arms.

EXT. FARMLAND - DAY

The sun shines upon green grass. Ailsa and Gracie wander 
across a large patch of farmland. A few hundred yards from 
the WALLACE RESIDENCE. They both wear flowing white dresses.

They enjoy each others company for a while.

GRACIE
It’s awfully peaceful here. Don’t 
you think?

Ailsa looks at Gracie. Shields her eyes from the sun. Gracie 
has a distinct gleaming complexion in the sunlight.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
I mean doesn’t it just make you 
want to...

Gracie runs forward a few yards. Spins. The wind catches her 
dress. She floats backwards on to the grass. Looks up to the 
sky.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Join me, Ailsa. Please.

Ailsa giggles. Lays next to her. Looks up at the sky. Closes 
her eyes. Embraces the moment.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Can I ask you a question?

AILSA
Of course.

GRACIE
Do you feel incomplete without your 
mother?

Ailsa’s eyes widen. She hangs on that statement.

AILSA
Uhhhh... What do you mean?

GRACIE
I just mean - I often wonder if the 
souls of those who die closest to 
us take a piece of our being with 
them into the afterlife? 

(MORE)
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Almost holding a piece of our soul 
hostage?

AILSA
I’m not sure that I believe in the 
afterlife.

Gracie sits up.

GRACIE
So you never feel her spirit? Like 
she’s guiding you? Although my 
mother is no longer with us, I feel 
her guidance. And if I really focus 
enough, it’s almost like she’s 
there.

Ailsa sits up. Takes a moment to contemplate Gracie’s 
statement.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
And if you really centre yourself - 
right now - you can reach out to 
Theresa...

Ailsa squirms slightly.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
This patch of grass lets off a 
particularly positive energy. 
Theresa is amongst us.

AILSA
Why this patch?

GRACIE
This is where we released your 
mother’s ashes after the ceremony, 
of course.

Ailsa immediately springs up. Quickly turns away from Gracie. 
Speed walks. Attempts to control her breath.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Ailsa! Where are you-

AILSA
No, no. It - it’s okay. I just - 
just - need some a- air.

She continues foward.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
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EXT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - SAME TIME

Raz peers out of a large window towards Ailsa and Gracie in 
the distance. She appears frail. Distraught.

Gracie catches up to Ailsa. Takes her hand. Ailsa is heavily 
breathing. Gracie hugs her. Ailsa weeps.

Raz watches on.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - AILSA'S BEDROOM - EVENING

Raz is in bed. Ailsa enters from the En Suite. She wears a 
bathing robe.

AILSA
Do you still feel shit?

Raz ignores the question.

RAZ
You and Gracie seem to be getting 
close.

AILSA
Raz, she’s only trying help?

RAZ
Help fucking what?! Were you 
planning on telling me where you 
went last night?

Ailsa hesitates.

AILSA
She can help me get pregnant - Us -  
She can help us get pregnant. Isn’t 
that exciting? No more failed 
attempts. No more waiting around.

Raz laughs.

RAZ
That’s what she’s dangling over 
you? Fucking hell, Ailsa.

AILSA
Don’t you care?

RAZ
When was the last time you took 
your pills?
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Ailsa grows frustrated. Shakes her head. Awkwardly. As if she 
has something to hide.

RAZ (CONT'D)
Well?

AILSA
I didn’t bring them. Don’t need 
them.

RAZ
Explains a lot.

AILSA
Oh, please. Do you ever get fucking 
bored of being so desperately 
jealous, Raz?

Raz and Ailsa stare at each other. Tension mounts.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - STORAGE ROOM - NIGHT

Ailsa and Raz kneel across from each other within a TRIANGLE 
outlined with RED candles. The candles provide a singular 
source of light.

Between them is a STICK OF HAZEL.

GRACIE
Ailsa. Theresa is your guiding 
light. Every individual finds 
comfort in guidance from a loved 
one. They must be deceased. They 
must have a strong bond to the 
participant. They will be by your 
side. Always. Do you understand?

Ailsa nods.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
This is phase three. Wherein a 
seance will be performed. The 
spirit realm will be contacted in 
order to call Theresa forward. If 
you are a skeptic by nature, open 
your mind to this. To begin, I need 
you to visualise Theresa. Can you 
do that, Ailsa?

Ailsa squirms. Anxious at the mass abundance of information. 
Nods. 

Gracie picks up the STICK OF HAZEL. Hands it to Ailsa.
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GRACIE (CONT'D)
You must hold this. For guidance.

She takes another deep breath. Closes her eyes.

Gracie sits back. She looks up at the ORNATE SIGIL.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Do you see her, Ailsa?

Ailsa nods.

AILSA
As if it were yesterday.

Gracie nods her head in agreement. Ailsa is ready.

GRACIE
Before we reach out to Theresa, we 
must go through a spirit named 
Beleth. Beleth fills in the void 
between our world and the spirit 
world, allowing us to connect with 
whomever we desire. Alright?

Ailsa simply nods. Trepidatious. 

GRACIE (CONT'D)
“I do invoke and conjure thee, O 
Spirit Beleth. Guide Ailsa Wallace 
down a path of success. Allow her 
to be triumphant. O strong and 
wonderful spirit. We invite you 
forward”. 

Dead silence. 

Gracie closes her eyes once more.

She takes a sharp breath.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Theresa?

No response.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Theresa? Can you hear me? I’m with 
your daughter, Ailsa. Ailsa 
Wallace. If you are there, please 
give us a sign.

No response.
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Dead silence.

Until--

ALL CANDLES surrounding Ailsa and Gracie BLOW OUT.

Pitch darkness falls upon them.

Ailsa’s breath trembles.

AILSA
Gracie?! Gracie?! I don’t like 
this. Gracie?! I don’t fucking like 
this!

No response from Gracie. She appears to have disappeared from 
the space. Ailsa is alone.

AILSA (CONT'D)
Gracie?! Gracie?! Grac-

BANG! From beneath the floorboards. Ailsa screams. 

BANG! Ailsa screams again. Begins hysterically crying. 
Panting. Hyperventilating.

THERESA (V.O.)
(Whispering)

Ailsa?

Ailsa is frozen. Her breath trembles. She struggles to 
respond.

AILSA
M- M-

Ailsa stands. Slowly.

THERESA (V.O.)
(Whispering)

Ailsa? Ailsa I’ve missed you, 
sweetheart.

Ailsa’s breath continues to tremble. Uncontrollably,

Otherwise, dead silence.

Ailsa takes a single step backwards.

Until--

THERESA
(Sinister)

AILSA!!!
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A sporadic selection of CANDLES REIGNITE.

Theresa’s body - naked, bloody, deformed - is millimeters 
away from Ailsa. Dripping BLOOD within the triangle. 
SCREECHING.

Ailsa bloodcurdlingly screams. Falls backwards.

Theresa follows her rapidly. Ailsa shuffles backwards. Her 
back hits the door. She is trapped.

She clasps her hands over her ears. Squeezes her eyes shut. 
Hyperventilates.

The screeching stops. Suddenly.

Ailsa slowly opens her eyes. She is met with a blank space. 
Theresa’s deformed body has vanished.

She slowly looks to her right. Nothing.

She slowly looks to her left. Theresa’s deformed body is 
crouched next to her. SCREECHES. 

Ailsa frantically shuffles to the side. Desperately attempts 
to get away from Theresa. Her hand lands upon the STICK OF 
HAZEL.

Suddenly, a HAND reaches out from BEHIND Ailsa. Grabs her 
shoulder.

Ailsa’s attention shifts to the HAND. It is Gracie.

GRACIE
Ailsa! - Ailsa! - It’s alright - 
It’s alright! This is normal. It’s 
alright.

Ailsa looks around. Theresa has disappeared. This was a 
hallucination.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Did you let her in?

Ailsa shakes her head. 

Falls into Gracie’s chest. Speechless. Weeping.

AILSA
(Through tears)

I wanted to, Gracie. I- I- really, 
really fucking wanted to.

They are cuddled up in the corner of the room.
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INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - AILSA'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Raz lays wide awake. Under the covers.

GRACIE (O.S.)
(Whispering)

Get some rest. Keep the hazel. It 
is your connection to Theresa. From 
now, until the final phase. We’re 
almost there. Goodnight, Ailsa.

Ailsa enters. Quietly. She creeps over to the bed. Places the 
STICK OF HAZEL upon a bedside table. Lays on her back. 
Smiles.

Raz does not move. She remains ill. Frail. More so than 
before.

RAZ
Do you ever wonder what it would 
feel like to give in to temptation?

Ailsa’s eyes widen. She did not expect Raz to be awake. She 
remains on her back.

AILSA
What do you mean?

RAZ
Do you still love me, Ailsa?

Ailsa sighs. Hesitates.

AILSA
Of course I love you, Raz. I’m 
doing this for us.

RAZ
No you’re not. This isn’t for us. 
It was never for us.

Ailsa is unable to respond. 

Raz coughs violently. Ailsa remains still.

They awkwardly lay next to each other.

EXT. FARMLAND - DAY

Ailsa and Gracie lay side by side upon a large patch of 
farmland. Their hands connected. A small FLASK lays next to 
them.
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GRACIE
... And out.

They take a deep breath out. In unison.

They sit up. Ailsa looks deeply saddened.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
What’s the matter, Ailsa? You’ve 
been awfully quiet today.

Ailsa shakes her head, softly. Gracie passes Ailsa the flask.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Red Clover.

Ailsa drinks. Recoils slightly. Gracie lifts Ailsa’s chin. 
Their eyes meet. She leans in. They kiss. Passionately. 

They pull away. Smile. Giggle.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - EMPTY ROOM - DAY

Ailsa and Gracie passionately kiss within a candle lit room. 
Desperately lusting over one another.

Raz unbuttons Ailsa’s shirt. Reveals her shoulder. Kisses her 
neck.

Ailsa doubles back with pleasure. Lays back.

Closes her eyes.

Gracie kisses her. Softly.

GRACIE
Goodnight, my love.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - AILSA'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ailsa is asleep. Wears a long WHITE GOWN. An ORNATE SIGIL has 
been STITCHED into the fabric. A very faint hue of ORANGE 
LIGHT gleams through the window. The sound of burning 
crackles can be heard faintly. Otherwise, silence.

Ailsa stirs. Disorientated. Raz is not in bed. Upon her side, 
the sheets are muddled.

Ailsa notices this. Looks around. The STICK OF HAZEL is 
missing. She sits up. The SILVER RING is missing from her 
middle finger. 
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She jumps out of the bed. Stops. Dizzy.

She gazes out the window.

TWO DOZEN bodies, all in off-white garments, are stood erect 
across the FARMLAND. All spaced apart. In the far distance, 
beyond a canopy of forestry, a large fire burns.

A SCUFFLE at her bedroom door startles Ailsa.

Stood beneath the doorframe is an OMINOUS MALE (30s) in off-
white garments. A THIN-FABRIC BLACK HOOD covers his face.

AILSA
Have - Have you seen Raz?

The Ominous Male stares at Ailsa for a moment.

He swiftly disappears down the HALLWAY. Ailsa hurries towards 
the door.

AILSA (CONT'D)
Hold on! Have you seen her?!

She peers in the direction that the Ominous Male disappeared 
towards.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

The Ominous Male enters an OPEN DOOR at the very end of the 
HALLWAY. A dim light escapes through a CRACK in the door.

Ailsa creeps towards the door. She stops. Her eyes widen.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - HALLWAY - FLASHBACK

Ailsa, at TWENTY YEARS OLD, is being dragged against her will 
towards an OPEN DOOR at the very end of the hallway. 

She struggles. To no avail.

At either side of her, George and Alan drag her by each arm. 
She is bruised. Distraught. Terrified.

AILSA
GET OFF! STOP! PLEASE! DADDY! 
DADDY! DADDY!

She continues to struggle. 

They reach the door. Drag Ailsa inside. Slam the door shut.
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Ailsa screams.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - HALLWAY - BACK TO PRESENT

Ailsa is frozen in place. Gobsmacked. She remembers.

A single tear falls from her eye.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - ALAN’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Another large space. Dimly lit. A portrait of Alan is framed 
above a rather LARGE DESK. An ORNATE SIGIL carved upon it. 
Paperwork is scattered across the room. On the floor.

The door creaks open.

Ailsa peers her head around the corner of the door.

Observes her surroundings. Slowly.

A dim light flickers briefly above Alan’s portrait.

She fully enters. Trepidatiously.

She observes the space. Notices the BLACK BOOK from the 
FUNERAL CEREMONY laying upon the desk.

She picks up the book. The ORNATE SIGIL (WALLACE FAMILY 
CREST) is carved into the COVER. Opens the book.

The first page states; ‘For Our King, Beleth; thirteenth 
spirit of hell’.

The second page lists; ‘The Ring, The Hazel, The Dagger’.

AILSA
(Under her breath)

What the fuck?

The gears are turning in Ailsa’s head. She recognises this 
SIGIL, the name BELETH, The RING and HAZEL. She flips through 
a few pages quickly. Almost rips the page. Several lines are 
highlighted.

AILSA (CONT'D)
“Can tempt an individual towards 
obsessive erotic lust...”

A sketch upon the page obscurely depicts temptation and lust. 
Ailsa continues to flick through.
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AILSA (CONT'D)
“Hypnotize with Red Clover...”

Another sketch upon the page depicts an individual preparing 
a concoction of liquid and RED CLOVER. She flicks.

AILSA (CONT'D)
“The first born male within 50 
years... Female as mother... Blood 
sacrifice-”

Suddenly, FOOTSTEPS STORM down the HALLWAY. A MALE and FEMALE 
voice can be heard mumbling.

Ailsa panics.

AILSA (CONT'D)
Shit, shit, shit!

Mindlessly, she drops the book. Looks around for a place to 
hide. Jumps behind the desk. Conceals herself.

The door swings open.

Dim lights flicker uncontrollably.

George and Sue enter. George falls to his knees in front of 
the desk. Facing AWAY from Alan’s portrait. Sue looks around. 
Bewildered.

GEORGE
It’s almost time - SUE! - Get down!

Sue complies immediately.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
Dearest Beleth. Our King. We 
promise tonight a merciless blood 
sacrifice. A symbol of our 
undivided devotion to you. Four 
souls leave earth tonight, in 
exchange for new blood. A 
continuation of the Wallace family 
legacy. The first: a voluntary 
offering. The Midwife of Theresa 
Wallace. Jessie Smith. In hope to 
prove her eternal gratitude to you.

The lights continue to flicker.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
The second: an involuntary 
offering. Ailsa Wallace. Daughter 
of Theresa Wallace. 

(MORE)
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Whom returned under the pretense 
that her father; Alan Wallace, your 
second in command; passed away 
suddenly and tragically.

Ailsa’s eyes widen. She trembles. Until--

BANG! Upon the wall behind Alan’s Portrait. Defacing it.

George and Sue quickly turn around.

The surrounding space GROWLS. Almost disapproving of George’s 
recent statement. Physically shakes.

Dim lights flicker OFF. A dim orange light bleeds in from 
OUTSIDE.

Ailsa takes heavy breaths. Attempts to conceal them.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
He’s here.

SUE
He’s here!

They hug. Scramble to their feet. Expression shift from fear 
to joy.

GEORGE
We must go! The final preparations 
must take place now.

Sue notices the BLACK BOOK on the floor. Alan races out of 
the room. Sue follows. She stops beneath the door frame. 
Grabs the door knob. Slams the door shut. Locks it. She 
remains inside. Unbeknownst to Ailsa.

Sue disappears into a blind spot of the room. Conceals 
herself in pitch darkness.

Ailsa very slowly emerges from behind the desk.

She crawls from behind the desk.

Into the middle of the room.

Takes THREE distended breaths.

A moment of silence.

Ailsa SCREAMS at the top of her lungs. Deceived. A lifetime 
of suppressed grief begins to release. It is harrowing. Gut 
wrenching.

GEORGE (CONT'D)
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Sue approaches Ailsa as she screams.

Closer. Closer. Closer. Until--

SUE GRABS AILSA. Ailsa screams. Struggles. She flips on to 
her back. Sue restrains her. Pins her arms to the floor. 
Ailsa struggles.

AILSA
(Through tears)

Get the fuck off of me!

SUE
Don’t resist, Ailsa. 

With one hand, she reaches into her pocket. Procures a small 
flask.

AILSA
Stop! Get off! Get off!

She squirms. Weeps. With every ounce of power that she 
beholds, Ailsa kicks Sue off of her. Sue falls backwards. 
Ailsa shuffles back. Against the wall. She wails.

SUE
Ailsa!- Ailsa!- Shhh!- Shhh!

Sue quickly crawls towards Ailsa. Slaps her across the face.

SUE (CONT'D)
Ailsa! Ailsa, Shut the fuck up. 
That is an order! You could 
compromise this entire thing. We 
are so close.

A BANG on the wall behind Alan’s Portrait knocks it to the 
floor. Sue is bemused by it. 

Ailsa pushes her to the floor. Springs up. Rushes towards the 
door. It is locked. She whimpers. Twists the knob 
frantically. 

Sue charges towards Ailsa. Ailsa procures a FIRE POKER from 
beside a small fireplace. Points it at Sue. Sue stops.

AILSA
Don’t come any fucking closer!

Sue puts her hands up.

SUE
Ailsa, calm down. Please.
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AILSA
So, Jesse never left? She fucking 
killed herself?

SUE
It was a great honour for her, 
Ailsa. She must live to witness the 
one she birthed, give birth. It is 
tradition. You don’t understand.

Ailsa looks disgusted. Bewildered.

AILSA
Well, we have all the time in the 
world.

SUE
We do not, Ailsa. George is in the 
final stages of preparation to 
becoming secondary to Beleth. The 
ceremony is very close to taking 
place. Your sister is about to give 
birth. We must leave this room.

Another BANG on the wall startles Ailsa and Sue.

AILSA
Why am I here?

Sue hesitates.

SUE
This is your legacy, Ailsa. He 
wants you. We want you. We love 
you, Ailsa. So much. May our sister 
be blessed by him for eternity for 
bringing you home. We never thought 
it possible. And for this, we owe 
everything Raz, from the bottom of 
our hearts.

Time stops. Ailsa’s jaw drops. She stares blankly into the 
distance. Drops the FIRE POKER. Numb.

Sue smiles. Looks around. The space quivers.

SUE (CONT'D)
Show her your truth, Great Beleth! 
For we trust you above all else! 
Show her! Show her!

Dead silence.
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Suddenly, the lights FLICKER uncontrollably. Ailsa takes a 
deep breath in. Almost forced. The lights fuse.

Ailsa falls to the floor. She wails with great volume. Back 
arched. Head upside down.

Suddenly, her wail turns into an intense orgasm.

Her eyes roll to the back over her head.

Sue watches her. Rushes towards the door. Unlocks it. Swings 
it open. Takes one final look at Ailsa. She runs two fingers 
from her forehead-to-lips. Kisses her fingers. Extends her 
arm towards Ailsa. Slams the door shut.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - HALLWAY - NIGHT

The door to Alan’s Office opens. Ailsa emerges. A dead pan 
expression upon her gaze. Almost dead behind the eyes.

Her breath continues to tremble. She is speechless. Numb.

The space feels very empty. Dark.

She takes slow, distinct, steps along the hallway. 

Whilst she travels along the hallway, she LIGHTLY hums to 
herself. Almost unconsciously.

Arrives at a MIRROR. Stops.

Ailsa observes herself in the mirror. Closely. As if she does 
not recognise the reflection.

Behind her is the door to her BEDROOM. It opens. She does not 
flinch. Rather, she WATCHES THROUGH THE MIRROR longingly.

An OMINOUS FEMALE (30s) emerges from the room. They wear a 
LONG WHITE GOWN. A THIN-FABRIC BLACK HOOD covers their face.

The Ominous Female approaches Ailsa. Slowly. Only hand 
constantly behind their back.

Ailsa turns to face them. They are centimeters apart. Do not 
use words with each other.

The Ominous Female kneels before Ailsa.

Reveals a DAGGER behind their back. She PRESENTS THE DAGGER 
to Ailsa, across both PALMS. 

Ailsa takes a sharp breath.
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OMINOUS FEMALE
Centre your energy. Release 
yourself. Hail Beleth.

A very faint MOANING builds in the background.

Ailsa contemplates for a moment.

She takes THE DAGGER. Stares at it.

The Ominous Female stands.

Ailsa and the Ominous Female HUG. Prolonged.

She looks over towards a STAIRCASE. This leads up to the 
STORAGE ROOM. She walks towards it.

The Ominous Female’s gaze follows Ailsa. 

At the opposite end of the hallway, George, Sue and a dozen 
other OMINOUS individuals stand rigid. THIN FABRIC BLACK 
HOODS cover their faces. A slight distance between them. They 
stare at Ailsa. Unbeknownst to her.

Ailsa reaches the bottom of the STAIRCASE. She looks up, 
towards the DOOR. The MOANS have slightly increased in 
volume.

She proceeds up the stairs. 

One step at a time. MOANS become clearer with each step.

She reaches the top of the STAIRCASE.

Ailsa reaches for the door knob. Twists. Puts her HAND which 
holds the DAGGER behind her back. Swings open the door.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - STORAGE ROOM - SAME

Gracie seductively lays within a triangle outlined with BLACK 
CANDLES. Naked. Raz lays next to her. On her back. Naked. Her 
condition has worsened. Significantly. She is frail. 

They MOAN in unison.

An ORANGE LIGHT peers through the KEYHOLE of the DOOR at the 
opposite end of the ROOM. The Portrait has been moved.

Ailsa looks blankly ahead. Gracie notices. She motions Ailsa 
in. She offers her hand.

Ailsa approaches. Joins Gracie. Kneels before Gracie and Raz. 
Raz looks at her. A single tear escapes her.
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RAZ
A- Ailsa...

Raz struggles to speak. Weak. She lifts her hand. Ailsa takes 
it. Reluctantly. Raz has a light grip. Gracie smiles.

GRACIE
Raz has been feeling slightly under 
the weather recently. 

Ailsa’s expression remains dead pan.

AILSA
What’s happening to her?

Gracie smiles.

GRACIE
An adverse reaction to ancient 
Wallace tradition, presumably.

AILSA
Tradition?

GRACIE
Yes. You see, whenever the midwife 
accepts her sacrifice, she donates 
her heart. Which we marinate with 
Red Clover, and serve in a dish to 
each female. Those who grow 
stronger are considered pure. Those 
who don’t are Beleth’s rejects.

Ailsa releases Raz from her grip. It flops to the floor. She 
bares a nauseous look. 

Gracie releases Ailsa’s are from behind her back. Brings it 
forward. Reveals the dagger.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
You have been chosen, Ailsa. 
Release yourself from her.

Gracie smiles at Ailsa. Nods at her. 

Ailsa leans over Raz. Raz trembles. She cries.

RAZ
I’m so sorry, Ailsa. I love you.

Ailsa looks deeply into her eyes. A seething rage builds. She 
grabs Raz’s neck. Pins it the ground. Raz chokes. Her eyes 
roll to the back of her head. The choke transitions into a 
painful moan. She experiences erotic asphyxiation. 
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Ailsa tightens her grip. Stabs her in the abdomen. Once. 
Twice. On the third time, she leaves the DAGGER inside. 
Twists it.

Raz chokes into silence. Ailsa releases the DAGGER from Raz’s 
abdomen.

Ailsa sits back. Takes deep breaths.

Gracie’s smile grows.

GRACIE
You’re ready, my love.

Gracie dips her hands into a blood of blood created around 
Raz’s abdomen. She stands. 

Walks across to the DOOR at the OPPOSITE end of the room. 

She places her LEFT HAND upon the ORNATE SIGIL painted upon 
the door. Leaves a blood stained hand print. Repeats with 
RIGHT HAND. Knocks TWICE on the door.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
I do invoke thee, strong and 
powerful one. For Ailsa.

Gracie turns to face Ailsa. Ailsa stares up at her in 
anticipation. She trembles. Barely able to move.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Ailsa. You are ready for the 
penultimate phase.

She walks back towards Ailsa.

Kneels before her.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Theresa would be incredibly proud 
of you. Your father would be 
incredibly proud of you.

Gracie kisses Ailsa. Passionately. Ailsa gently lowers 
backwards. Her head softly touches the floor boards. They 
continue.

Gracie runs her fingers against Ailsa’s thigh, towards her 
buttocks. Pulls her in. On top of Ailsa.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
(Whispering)

Close your eyes.
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Ailsa closes her eyes. 

The DOOR OPENS behind them. ORANGE LIGHT bleeds out. A LARGE 
FIGURE appears within the SHADOWS. Walks forward. Stops.

Gracie kisses Ailsa’s neck. Ailsa groans orgasmically.

Gracie’s mouth is against Ailsa’s ear.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
Remember. Let him in. Keep your 
eyes closed. Do you trust me?

Ailsa nods. Gracie stands. Moves to the left of Ailsa. By her 
side. 

The LARGE FIGURE walks forward. It is ALAN (54), Ailsa’s 
father, towers above her. He wears loose off-white garments. 
Removes her SHIRT. Removes his TROUSERS. Naked.

He falls to his knees. Leans in. Softly takes her LEFT WRIST 
and RIGHT WRIST. Pins them above her head. She squirms.

He leans in. FACE TO FACE with Ailsa. 

He softly kisses her forehead.

Leans in to her RIGHT EAR.

ALAN
(Whispering)

I’ve missed you, sweetheart.

Ailsa’s EYES SPRING OPEN immediately. She is face to face 
with her naked father. Her eyes widen. She screams. 
Struggles. Frantically.

ALAN (CONT'D)
Don’t resist, Ailsa. Don’t fucking 
resist.

AILSA
NO! NO! Get the fuck off me! 
Gracie! Gracie!

He adjusts himself. She continues to struggle. Gracie’s eyes 
are closed.

GRACIE
This is the only way, Ailsa.
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ALAN
You’re sister tried to get away, 
too. But I fucked her. I fucked 
your sister, Ailsa!

AILSA
(Through tears)

NO, NO, NO, NO, NO!

ALAN
It could’ve been you. If only you 
could carry my fucking child.

Ailsa screams. Weeps. Struggles.

ALAN (CONT'D)
We had fun though. You screamed 
like a bitch. All those time you 
let me cum in your dirty little 
cunt.

Ailsa, with extreme force, pushes Alan off of her. She 
springs up. Runs towards the door. Breathless. It is locked.

Alan grabs Ailsa’s hair. Pulls her backwards. She falls to 
the floor. 

Alan gets on top of her.

AILSA
NO, NO, NO, NO, NO!

Ailsa SCREAMS at the top of her lungs. Alan SCREAMS in her 
face. 

He grabs her HEAD. SLAMS IT against the WOODEN FLOOR.

Everything goes BLACK.

EXT. FARMLAND - NIGHT

EIGHTY-FIVE INDIVIDUALS wearing OFF-WHITE GARMENTS and THIN-
FABRIC BLACK HOODS travel across a large patch of field. 
Determination in their step. Like a controlled flock of 
sheep. 

Ailsa stirs. Slips in and out of consciousness. 
Disorientated. She is dragged across the field by TWO OMINOUS 
MALES. 

The LARGE FIRE beyond a CANOPY OF FORESTRY roars. It crackles 
wildly in the wind.
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Ailsa briefly looks around. Gracie walks next to her. 
Overwhelmed by the number of bodies that surround her. She 
falls back into an unconscious state.

Complete darkness.

EXT. FOREST - RITUAL GROUNDS - NIGHT

A large patch of forestry looks upon two acres of open land. 
Vast space. Upon grass. An abnormally large TRIANGLE outlined 
by TWIGS and LEAVES lays directly in the middle of the space.

EIGHTY-FIVE INDIVIDUALS with THIN-FABRIC BLACK HOODS are 
equally spaced out along TWO SIDES of the TRIANGLE. They 
stand upright. Rigid.

Upon the BASE is a LARGE BONFIRE. Made from OLD HOUSEHOLD 
APPLIANCES. It TOWERS over THE GROUP. The raging inferno 
roars and spits. Almost coming to life.

Collectively, THE GROUP look towards a CIRCULAR WOODEN 
PLATFORM which sits directly in front of the BONFIRE. 
BELETH’S SEAL (The Ornate Sigil) is PAINTED upon the platform 
in BLOOD.

Upon the PLATFORM, Kayla lays centrally. On her back. She 
profusely sweats. Legs apart. Covered by a thin BLACK fabric. 
She screams in pain.

From the POINT, TWO INDIVIDUAL (40s) carry RAZ’S DEAD BODY 
above their head. Towards the PLATFORM. 

Following them, a FURTHER TWO INDIVIDUALS (40s) carry JESSE’S 
DEAD BODY above their heads. Towards the PLATFORM.

Alan follows. Her carries a BOTTLE of LIGHTER FLUID.

They travel directly down the middle of the TRIANGLE. From 
POINT to PLATFORM.

They reach the PLATFORM. Place the BODIES at either side of 
Kayla. Without stepping up to the PLATFORM.

Alan steps up to the PLATFORM. He towers above Kayla. Looks 
at her. Smiles.

The FOUR INDIVIDUALS bow to Alan in unison.

Alan nods his dead. Gestures for them to step back.

Opposite him, upon the POINT of the TRIANGLE, is Ailsa. She 
has been changed into a loose BLOOD RED gown. A THIN-FABRIC 
BLACK HOOD covers her face.
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She lays unconscious.

Alan puts his HANDS IN THE AIR.

THE GROUP follow.

They take a DEEP BREATH. Collectively. In. Out. Lower their 
hands.

ALAN
Tonight, we gather in celebration 
and anguish. For tonight, a fifty-
four year cycle is broken. New male 
blood will grace the Wallace family 
legacy. Maintain order. Tonight, we 
make offerings to King Beleth, with 
I as his second in command, and 
Kayla Wallace giving birth to my 
son. We offer him voluntary and 
involuntary sacrifice, at his 
request. 

Alan kneels by Jesse’s body.

ALAN (CONT'D)
First, Jesse Smith. My late wife 
Theresa Wallace’s midwife. A loyal 
servant to King Beleth. Sacrifices 
herself an donates her heart in 
order to separate the weak from the 
willing.

Alan kneels by Raz’s body.

ALAN (CONT'D)
Second, Raz McDonald. Whom, at her 
lowest point, turned to King Beleth 
for guidance and power. The one who 
brought home my daughter Ailsa 
Wallace. Murdered mercilessly at 
the hands of her lover.

Alan moves centrally. Kayla screams in anguish. Louder than 
previously.

A low HUM builds amongst THE GROUP. Alan smiles. 

He turns to face Kayla and THE BONFIRE. Drenches Kayla in 
LIGHTER FLUID. Kayla continues to weep and scream.
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ALAN (CONT'D)
“I do conjure thee , O thou Spirit 
Beleth, by all the most glorious 
and efficacious names of the most 
great and incomprehensible lord god 
of hosts, that thou comest quickly 
and without delay...”

POINT OF TRIANGLE

Ailsa takes a sharp breath. She wakes. Looks around. 
Bewildered by her surroundings. Takes deep breaths.

ALAN (O.C.)
“...from all parts and places of 
the earth and world wherever thou 
mayest be, to make rational answers 
unto my demands, and that visibly 
and affably, speaking with a voice 
intelligible unto mine 
understanding as aforesaid...”

Ailsa looks to her left. Gracie watches over her. Around 
Gracie’s neck is a necklace with BELETH’S SEAL as a PENDANT. 
She smiles at Ailsa. Nods. 

Ailsa sits up. Reveals a SILVER RING, STICK OF HAZEL, and 
BLOODY DAGGER beneath her. Turns to face Gracie.

They take off their THIN-FABRIC BLACK HOODS.

Ailsa is visibly bruised, bloody, and dirty.

Gracie and Ailsa kneel across from each other.

ALAN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
“I conjure and constrain thee, O 
thou Spirit Beleth, by all the 
names aforesaid; and in addition by 
these seven great names wherewith 
Solomon the Wise bound thee and thy 
companions in a Vessel of Brass:”

Gracie lifts the SILVER RING.

Places it upon Ailsa’s MIDDLE FINGER on her LEFT HAND.

GRACIE
For protection.

ALAN (O.S.)
“Adonai!”
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Ailsa looks at the SILVER RING upon her hand. It feels 
powerful. Ailsa nods.

ALAN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
“Prerai!”

Gracie lifts the STICK OF HAZEL.

Places it within Ailsa’s LEFT HAND.

GRACIE
For guidance.

ALAN (O.S.)
“Tetragrammaton! Anaphaxeton!”

Ailsa sits upright. Holds the STICK OF HAZEL over her HEART.

ALAN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
“Inessenfatoal! Pathtumon!”

Gracie lifts the BLOODY DAGGER.

Places it within Ailsa’s RIGHT HAND.

GRACIE
For sacrifice.

ALAN (O.S.)
“Itemon!”

Gracie takes off her NECKLACE with a PENDANT OF BELETH’S 
SIGIL. Places it around Ailsa’s neck.

GRACIE
For the love of Beleth. He is on 
your side. He always has been.

Gracie smiles. Ailsa smiles back. Empowered.

They take a deep breath. In unison.

They stand.

GRACIE (CONT'D)
I love you.

CIRCULAR PLATFORM

Alan falls to his knees. Spreads his arms. Pleads.
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ALAN (O.S.)
Beleth! Come thou! In thy holy 
name, come thou!

He weeps.

ALAN (CONT'D)
We have called to the south-east 
and summon thee!

Alan bows. Kisses the floor beneath Kayla’s feet.

MIDDLE OF TRIANGLE

Ailsa walks, at a quick pace, towards the CIRCULAR platform. 
She makes a straight line. Determination upon her expression. 
Enraged at the sight of Alan. Confident.

She gets closer. As she does, THE GROUP begin to goad her. 
Cheer her on. They applaud. Create a CLUSTER of chaotic and 
overwhelming NOISE.

It builds.

Ailsa becomes more enraged. Her pace builds to a run.

She charges.

Faster.

CIRCULAR PLATFORM

Ailsa approaches the CIRCULAR PLATFORM.

She jumps upon it.

The CLUSTER OF NOISE builds to a crescendo.

She raises the BLOODY DAGGER above her head. An intent to 
kill.

Alan preempts this. He swiftly turns and GRABS her hand.

A psychotic grin upon his expression.

ALAN
You’re going to ruin fucking 
everything!

He pushes her. She grasps tightly upon his WRIST.

They both fall from the PLATFORM on to the GRASS.
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Kayla wails in agony. 

Alan and Ailsa get up. Alan screams with frustration. They 
Separate from each other.

Much like a DUEL, they circle each other. Keep a distance. 
Alan laughs. Ailsa catches her breath.

The CLUSTER OF NOISE builds again.

ALAN (CONT'D)
You have some fucking nerve, Ailsa.

AILSA
Shut the fuck up!

Ailsa points the BLOODY DAGGER at Alan. Shakes with rage.

ALAN
You’re weak. Just like your god 
forsaken mother.

Ailsa’s lip trembles. She shakes her head.

ALAN (CONT'D)
She failed you.

Ailsa shakes her head. Unable to use words.

Kayla screams, at an EXTREME volume. Demonically. Almost like 
a ROAR.

Alan is taken aback by this. He looks longingly towards her. 
He smiles. Almost under a spell.

The CLUSTER OF NOISE goes SUDDENLY silent.

They all LOOK TOWARDS Kayla. Fixated upon her. Including 
Alan.

ALAN (CONT'D)
King Beleth?

It is silent. Until--

Ailsa SCREAMS.

Charges towards Alan.

Stabs him DIRECTLY in the HEART. Once. Twice. Three times. 
She continues to scream. Repeatedly stabs him. Enraged. 

With one FINAL STAB, she releases the dagger from his HEART. 
Drops it.
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He chokes. Falls backwards.

His body hits the ground.

Ailsa stands over his body.

She takes the STICK OF HAZEL and WEDGES it amongst the 
multiple stab wounds.

As the STICK OF HAZEL is wedged, The CLUSTER OF NOISE begins 
suddenly once more. An amalgamation of reactions occur. Some 
cheer. Some weep. No one dares enter the triangle.

George has fallen to the floor. He weeps. Grieves.

Ailsa looks over at Gracie. Gracie is cheering. Clapping. Her 
smile wide.

Kayla screams with EXTREME volume.

Ailsa’s attention shifts. Towards Kayla.

AILSA
Kayla?!

She jumps upon the CIRCULAR PLATFORM. Rushes over to Kayla. 

THE GROUP look on in anticipation.

Falls on her knees before Kayla.

Kayla wails.

KAYLA
(Through tears)

Ailsa - please! - Please get this - 
arghhh - please get this thing out 
of me.

AILSA
Okay, okay. You’re going to be 
okay, Kayla. You’re going to be 
okay. Stay with me, okay?

Kayla painfully nods. 

Ailsa looks around. Frantically. Frantically. She finds 
nothing.

AILSA (CONT'D)
Okay Kayla. I need you to push. 
Really hard. Okay? In three. One... 
Two..
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They scream to together. Kayla pushes.

Ailsa holds Kayla’s knees.

AILSA (CONT'D)
Okay - Okay - Come on, Kayla. Just 
a few more big pushes. Deep 
breaths. In... Out... In... Out.

They take quick, deep, breaths together. Tears escape from 
Ailsa’s eyes.

AILSA (CONT'D)
(Under her breath)

It’s okay. Stay with me. Stay with 
me!

Ailsa looks at her crotch. Her eyes widen.

AILSA (CONT'D)
Oh my god. She’s crowning! The baby 
is crowning! She’s coming! One more 
big push, Kayla!

Ailsa and Kayla scream in unison. Kayla pushes. Hard. Until--

CRACK. 

Kayla looks at Ailsa with a fear in her eye.

Ailsa gasps. Gobsmacked.

THE GROUP abruptly STOP the CLUSTER of NOISE.

Time stops. Dead Silence. Eerily still.

Ailsa removes the BABY from between Kayla’s legs. Kayla is 
unresponsive. 

The baby cries. Ailsa stares at it for a moment.

A SUE steps up to the CIRCULAR PLATFORM. Places her hand on 
Ailsa’s shoulder. Ailsa looks at her.

SUE
I’ll take him for now, my love.

Ailsa passes him over. Stares blankly at Kayla. 

Sue steps down from the CIRCULAR PLATFORM.

Ailsa shakes Kayla’s shoulders. Panicked. Kayla is dead.
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AILSA
Kayla? Kayla? Kayla?! Please. 
Please, Kayla?!

Ailsa weeps in despair. 

The BONFIRE roars, throwing the flames towards Kayla’s body. 

It subsequently paints her body with flames, causing her to 
COMBUST due to the PAINTED FLUID.

Ailsa’s left hand is caught in the FLAMES. It begins to burn.

She falls back. Off of the CIRCULAR PLATFORM. Screams in 
pain. Her scream is lonely.

Frantically, she PATS her hand against the GRASS.

Meanwhile, the ENTIRE CIRCULAR PLATFORM is engulfed in 
FLAMES. Creates an INFERNO. It burns, alongside JESSE and 
RAZ’S BODIES.

Ailsa manages to pat out the fire which engulfs her HAND, 
upon the grass.

MIDDLE OF TRIANGLE

She shuffles back from the INFERNO.

She watches it burn. Her past turning to ashes before her 
eyes.

Stares blankly for a while. Entranced by the flames dancing 
over her tragic past. A glimmering smile creeps upon her 
expression.

Behind Ailsa, Theresa appears. Seemingly out of NO WHERE. She 
looks healthy. Unlike in Ailsa’s previous hallucinations.

Gracie, Sue and George stand behind her. Rigid. In a trance. 
Almost as if they are possessed.

THERESA
Ailsa?

Her voice is warm. Soothing. Ailsa reacts immediately. Her 
head turns.

She stands. Awestruck by the presence of Theresa.

Takes a few steps towards Theresa.

Theresa smiles with pride.
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THERESA (CONT'D)
Ailsa, my darling. You’ve been so 
brave.

Ailsa gets closer.

THERESA (CONT'D)
He has shown you the truth. And 
released you of your past.

And closer. Her eyes fill with tears.

THERESA (CONT'D)
He offers all things great and 
mighty. He offers love. He has 
given you power, Ailsa. And now, 
it’s your turn to maintain the 
Wallace bloodline.

And closer. They are mere centimeters from each other.

THERESA (CONT'D)
You are loved here. Let him in, 
Ailsa. Be courageous, and he will 
accept you. Beleth’s first ever 
female host. You will fulfill the 
role and be prosperous. And we will 
be together. Forever.

Ailsa nods. A tear escapes.

Her nod transitions into a shake.

AILSA
But we won’t. 

Ailsa speaks through pain. She does not desire to utter these 
words.

AILSA (CONT'D)
Because I must release you. 

Theresa smiles.

They look deeply into each other’s eyes. Connect. Almost like 
twenty year ago. Except tonight, she releases Theresa from 
her memory.

AILSA (CONT'D)
I love you, mum.

Theresa smiles. 

She kisses Ailsa’s forehead.
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They stand opposite one another. Smile.

Both take a DEEP BREATH in.

Theresa SCREAMS in Ailsa’s face. BLOOD POURS from her mouth. 
Her jaw dislocates.

Ailsa closes her eyes. SCREAMS in Theresa’s face. Eye’s wide. 
Mouth wide. As loud as humanly possible. 

Time slows down.

They lock eye contact. A tear escapes Ailsa’s eye.

Gracie, Sue, and George SCREAM alongside Ailsa.

THE GROUP join in. In Unison. 

The SCREAM BUILDS to a crescendo.

Ailsa closes her eyes, once more.

Theresa disappears.

THE GROUP stop. Abruptly.

Gracie, Sue, and George stop. Abruptly.

Ailsa is left SCREAMING alone.

The INFERNO continues to burn and crackle behind her. It 
dances wildly. Expands. Contracts.

Ailsa’s scream comes to an ABRUPT CLOSE. Her expression 
significantly CHANGES. Her face droops. Beleth has entered 
her vessel. He makes an initial attempt to get used to his 
new body.

Ailsa turns to look at the INFERNO. She longs after it. 
Entranced by the way the flames dance.

A smile grows upon her expression.

She turns back to face THE GROUP. She immediately appears 
disorientated.

ALL EIGHTY FIVE INDIVIDUALS BOW BEFORE HER. Arms extended 
across the ground.

Gracie and Sue approach her. The BABY is wrapped in a THIN-
FABRIC BLACK HOOD. It squirms. Cries.

George trembles. His eyes fill with tears. Fearful. 
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He removes his shirt. He removes his trousers. Now entirely 
naked.

GEORGE
Forgive me.

He places the clothes before Ailsa.

Falls to his knees. Bows.

Sue passes THE BABY to Ailsa.

SUE
It’s your son. The first male born 
into the Wallace bloodline in over 
50 years. Cherish him, mighty one. 
Show him all thing great and 
powerful.

Ailsa takes THE BABY. Their eyes meet. A connection forms.

SUE (CONT'D)
Bless us, King Beleth. We pray you 
reveal your truth. Our sincere love 
for you runs deep within our 
bloodline.

Gracie and Sue unclothe themselves.

They are completely naked.

GRACIE
We offer you stand before you 
unclothed. In our natural state. To 
celebrate this new life.

SUE
We ask that you bless our new son, 
for a future of good fortune.

Ailsa nods to Gracie and Sue.

They fall to their knees. Bow.

SUE (CONT'D)
HAIL BELETH.

GROUP
HAIL BELETH.

SUE
HAIL BELETH.
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GROUP
HAIL BELETH.

Ailsa stands tall as THE GROUP bow to her. She has embrace 
Beleth. Released her grief. She has a child. Her life has 
been blessed with purpose. It is glorious and terrifying. She 
menacingly grins.

GROUP (CONT'D)
HAIL BELETH.

She steps over George. Walks slowly towards the point of the 
TRIANGLE.

GROUP (CONT'D)
HAIL BELETH.

She turns. Faces the fire. Smiles.

GROUP (CONT'D)
HAIL BELETH.

This is Ailsa’s destiny.

INT. WALLACE RESIDENCE - MASTER BEDROOM - MORNING

A cot lays adjacent to the king-sized bed. Within is THE 
BABY. It is fast asleep. Wriggles slightly.

Upon the bed, a BAG lays open. Its contents scattered across 
the bed.

Ailsa is throwing up within a small En Suite Bathroom. The 
toilet flushes. 

Ailsa enters the space.

She holds a PREGNANCY TEST. Places it upon a SMALL DESK.

She looks over THE BABY. It remains asleep. 

She smiles.

AILSA
(Softly)

Aren’t you just adorable.

She looks over at the PREGNANCY TEST.

Moves closer. Closer.

Picks it up.
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The TEST presents TWO LINES. It is POSITIVE.

Her eyes widen.

END
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